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596 VW Beetle engine troubles!
starring: Miss Iris

The Beetle has starting problems
and the mechanic has advised Iris
to take a look at the engine and
tighten any screws that are loose.
Then Iris tries to start the car and a
long cranking begins!
CRANKING / MISCELLANEOUS

19:20

15,00

595 Stuck at the football fields!
starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie is the lucky mascot of a
soccer team, today is the day of the
final match and award ceremony
but our beautiful Miss ends up in
the mud and gets bogged down!
STUCK / DRIVE

33:37

22,00

594 Making the boyfriend’s car scream!
starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie has to take her boyfriend’s
car to the mechanic: hard revving
first, then a fight with the gearbox
trying to put the reverse and finally
she’s ready for a nice drive in
fishnet stockings!
GRINDING GEARS / REVVING/

23:38

17,00

593 A teacher typical day
starring: Miss Ninfa

The working day of Ninfa, a maths
teacher, is finally over, she couldn’t
take it any longer with those rowdy
kids! Another short fight with her
old car and she’s ready to drive and
have a delicious burger!
CRANKING / DRIVE

13:50

12,00

592 Cranking distress!
starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie can’t wait to join her
friends at the beach! She has sexy
shoes. beach towels, suntan lotion
but also a stupid car that won’t
start! The air-conditioning doesn’t
work, the heat is on she is furious!
CRANKING

15:31

15,00

SA1 Holiday in Sardinia - Collection #1
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Another great collection for you!
Here are 4 videos we have been
shooting during our first trip to
Sardinia with the VW minicamper,
codes of the videos are 299, 300,
305 and 307.
35,00

DRIVE / REVVING

POR The Porsche videos collection
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Barbie

You can’t miss our Porsche Boxter
videos collection Starring Miss Iris
& Miss Barbie! It includes videos
codes 209, 210, 212 and 213.

REVVING / DRIVE

49:49

30,00

JAS Miss Jasmine videos collection
starring: Miss Jasmine

Enjoy this special videos collection
at special price Starring Miss
Jasmine! It includes videos codes
172, 194, 195, 218 and 219.

CRANKING / REVVING

53:07

30,00

591 Fiat 500 mud and wash!
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is stuck in the
countryside! Even though there
hasn’t been much rain the ground
is slippery and it’s enough for the
little Fiat 500 to get bogged down
with its wheels spinning!
DRIVE / STUCK

31:21

18,00

590 Just cranking and no party!
starring: Miss Black Mamba

CRANKING / SMOKING

Miss Black Mamba is ready to
attend to an evening party but
it seems that today she will only
have a cranking party! Neither her
magnificent high heels nor bare
feet convince the engine to get
started!
12:57
13,00

589 Fiat 500 shoes shopping
starring: Miss Ninfa

Every day is perfect to do some
shoes shopping! And every day is
good to make a nice ride with the
old Fiat 500 when it only needs
few cranking to get started! Ninfa
adores to drive this rusty car!
CRANKING / DRIVE

32:50

16,00

588 How to miss a flight!
starring: Miss La Mary

Miss La Mary has to go to the
airport but the damned Fiat Panda
today doesn’t give any sign of life!
Finally the engine starts and our
girl drives nervously to try to get
there in time for her flight!
CRANKING / DRIVE

15:29

15,00

587 Old cars need a steady foot!
starring: Miss Karine

What a stubborn car! But Miss
Karine knows what she’s doing, she
doesn’t let herself get impatient
with this stubborn car that’s on the
verge of flooding, a steady foot is
all that the car needs!
CRANKING / REVVING

8:32

9,00

586 Late for the business meeting!
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba has a very
important business meeting. She
jumps on board of her old 500 and
tries to drive fast in the traffic to
reach her destination quickly but
has trouble finding the right road!
18:17

DRIVE

16,00

585 Struggling with the old car
starring: Miss Giorgia

“I really didn’t think it would be
this hard to talk sense into this old
car! Do you guys think I can do it?”
Please welcome Miss Giorgia, she’s
ready to crank and drive for you the
classic Fiat 500!
CRANKING / DRIVE

11:20

11,00

584 Sexy revving in sexy shoes
starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie wants to play with the
gas pedal of the old Fiat 500, she
knows she can’t push it too much
but that’s ok too! She can’t wait to
show you how good she is at soft
revving too!
17:01

REVVING

16,00

583 Mopeds suck!
starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie has to deal with old Pedal
Vamp mopeds instead of shooting
a nice video with some cool cars
and she has to struggle a lot with
these wrecks and ends up in a
violent fight with Vicky!
ROLLERSTART / KICKSTART

22:21

16,00

582 Cold engine and flat battery
cranking

starring: Miss Melanie

The Fiat 500 is a very old car well
known to give troubles in winter
when the engine is cold! Miss
Melanie has to deal with those
endless startup problems today and
she has to crank a lot!
CRANKING

10:00

10,00

581 Nice hard revving to keep warm!
starring: Lady Eva

Last shooting before the holidays!
Lady Eva pushes mercilessly on the
accelerator with two pairs of high
heel shoes and in tights, she loves
to hear the engines roar and she
wants to keep warm too!
9:39

REVVING

10,00

580 Cranking and stalling nightmare
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to
go to her gymnastics class but
first she has to struggle a lot with
her stubborn car! Lots of long
crankings, stalling and struggle are
putting a strain on her nerves!
CRANKING / DRIVE

27:25

21,00

579 Let’s get loud!
starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie is ready to make
you dream! She fixes her make-up
and then she’s ready for a long
and intense revving and a lot of
grinding gears, hard as she likes!
Get ready to attend a loud concert!
11:26

REVVING / GRINDING GEARS

12,00

578 Nice revenge on the boyfriend’s car
starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa is really angry with her
boyfriend, she steals his car as she
wants to punish him! She has a nice
revenge by making a hard revving,
burn outs and grinding gears... this
is what the car deserves!
18:44

REVVING / DRIVE

16,00

577 Best job interview
starring: Miss Ninfa

CRANKING / DRIVE

Ninfa has found a job
advertisement that really suits her,
she decides attend the interview
hoping that her old rusty car
car will take her quickly to her
destination... but it’s an empty
dream!
19:54
16,50

576 Late girls drive barefeet!
starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa and Vicky are late for an
appointment, and Ninfa is forced to
make the old 500 go full throttle to
try to catch up! To drive faster Ninfa
gets rid of her shoes… late girls
always drive barefeet!
13:02

DRIVE

13,00

575 First cranking school day
starring: Miss Ninfa

School started again today and
Ninfa went to pick up her son to
go home but the family’s old Fiat
500, as usual, won’t start! Ninfa is
starting to lose patience both with
her son and the car! No luck today!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

12:10

12,00

574 Driving the Ford Puma
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa enjoys a nice trip on the
ring road with her new Ford Puma,
she wants to press the gas pedal
to the maximum but unfortunately
there is a lot of traffic but she
manages to do 150 km per hour!
22:40

DRIVE

15,00

573 Damsel in distress with a real
pneumatic blast!

starring: Miss Ninfa

Last shooting before holidays!
Ninfa and Vicky are ready to make
a nice video but the bad luck takes
its toll! A tyre suddenly explodes,
leaving Vicky and Ninfa stranded
on a fast road!
CRANKING / DRIVE

37:23

23,00

572 Barefeet girls on shopping!
starring: Miss Amy & Lady Eva

CRANKING / DRIVE

Miss Amy and Lady Eva are ready
for some summer shopping but
their old car won’t start!! After
a long barefeet cranking the
engine wakes up and is ready
to accompany our two girls
downtown!
19:58
17,00

571 Drive afterwork in the traffic
starring: Miss Amy

Amy has finished her day’s work,
and after a swim in the pool she’s
ready to go home, have a stop
at the drive-thru for a drink and
another one to make some fuel. But
there is a lot of traffic in the city!
CRANKING / DRIVE

28:10

20,00

570 A new Vamp is in town!
starring: Miss Pink Venum

Give a warm welcome to Pink
Venum! Our new Miss loves to drive
barefeet and today she has to deal
with the Fiat 500 that struggles
to start! But once the engine is
running the car is so nice to drive!
CRANKING / DRIVE

13:54

13,00

569 2 Italian beauties
starring: Miss Melanie

“How nice, today we are driving
Auntie’s old car”! Melanie can’t wait
to go for a ride with it, but she has
a lot of troubles starting the engine!
And her sexy legs are a little too
long for this small car!
CRANKING / DRIVE

15:11

15,00

568 Let’s have fun with the boyfriend’s
car!

starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie finally convinced her
boyfriend to let her drive his new
car! What a fun to hard rev this
engine and make some drive and
burn outs! Watch out, the beautiful
danger Melanie is in town!
REVVING / DRIVE

24:25

18,00

567 Fiat 126 barefeet drive
starring: Miss Ninfa

Today Miss Ninfa wants to take
a ride in her uncle’s old Fiat 126.
The day is just perfect for some
shopping and a gas fill-up... and to
drive barefeet this tiny and noisy
car with such small pedals!
33:56

DRIVE

20,00

566 Damsel in distress with no fuel
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy has to go back to work,
and she notices that her car is
almost out of gas! After some
cranking and some drive the car
stalls a couple of times… will she
be able to arrive in time at work?
CRANKING / DRIVE

21:53

18,00

565 The wedding planner cranks!
starring: Lady Eva

Lady Eva is an unlucky wedding
planner! The perfect car she had
found after months of searching
doesn’t start! She pumps hard on
the pedals even without shoes
hoping for a miracle!
CRANKING

11:15

10,00

564 New heels and car troubles
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale just bought a pair of
extreme heels at a sale: they look
amazingly sexy and yet very classic
but for sure they are not meant for
drive a small car! Ale cranks and
stalls, and her feet hurt too!
CRANKING / DRIVE

21:36

18,00

563 Crank and drive the Fiat 500
starring: Miss Ninfa

Today is the first Fiat 500 shooting
day for Miss Ninfa, after some real
cranking she succeeds to start the
engine and have a pleasant drive
with this old baby in open toes
and mules!
CRANKING / DRIVE

22:02

17,00

562 Fiat 500 high heels and barefeet
drive

starring: Miss Black Mamba

At last Miss Black Mamba has
managed to restart her old Fiat
500, she’s so late for her meeting
and she pushes the little gas pedal
of her car in her heels and then
barefeet to drive faster!
12:10

DRIVE

12,00

561 First cranking working day
starring: Miss Black Mamba

First day of work for Miss Black
Mamba but she’s stuck in her
high heels with her old Fiat 500!
Our Miss is really worried, it’s
getting late and not even pumping
barefeet seems to be of help!
CRANKING

7:44

8,00

560 Reverse instead of party
starring: Miss Ale

Ale is lost in the countryside trying
to find the good road to go to a
pool party, she does not where
she is and the situation becomes
so funny that she sings and talk to
herself while reversing!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

16:11

16,00

559 Spring Motorella Benelli kickstart
starring: Miss Ninfa

The warm weather is about to
arrive, the Motorella Benelli has
been at a standstill for two years
now and Ninfa already knows that
she will have to work hard to get
the old scooter started!
2 WHEELS / CRANKING

16:40

16,00

558 Cranking morning with a low
battery

starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa has to move the Vicky’s Fiat
Panda but it seems to be dead after
the last lockdown and the car won’t
start! Ninfa cranks a lot until the
battery is drained but she has the
solution to solve the issue!
CRANKING / REVVING

17:13

16,00

557 Fiat 850, what a disappointment!
starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa felt in love with the Fiat 850,
and she decided to buy it! But the
car doesn’t start, Ninfa makes many
attempts and when finally the
engine is running a white smoke
starts coming out of the hood!
CRANKING

13:35

14,00

556 Fiat 127 for sale (but it won’t start!)
starring: Miss Amy

Amy has found a beautiful Fiat 127
for sale, she tries many times to
start this old engine by pulling the
choke also but nothing happens!
Her feet need some shoeplay to
relax!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

14:33

14,00

555 Fiat 850 for sale, it’s a bargain!
starring: Miss Ninfa

Enjoy this classy video of cranking,
revving and driving with a 1968
Fiat 850 Special in mint conditions
and the magnificent legs of Miss
Ninfa sheathed in beautiful sexy
black stockings!
CRANKING / DRIVE

14:04

14,00

554 The smokey disaster
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ninfa

REVVING / CRANKING

Damned Lancia Y! After some
cranking a lot of smoke comes
out of the exhaust pipe! Iris enjoys
dancing in the middle of all that
smoke until the car shuts down
again, and another cranking
begins!
15:05
15,00

553 Sexy driver in sexy high heels
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is ready to warm up the
engine of Vicky’s Fiat Panda with
a hard revving, then she’s ready
to show everyone how good she
is at driving in her sexy amazing
high heels!
REVVING / DRIVE

13:58

13,50

552 Cranking winner award
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa has won a dance prize
and has been urgently called to the
award ceremony! She’s so happy
and excited, this could be a perfect
day if only her car would start!
CRANKING

14:14

14,00

551 Can’t wait to rev again!
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is finally back in Italy
and she is ready to return to
the limelight! She makes herself
beautiful with some make up then
she delights you with powerful and
sensual hard revving!
REVVING / SHOEPLAY

13:47

14,00

550 Shoes for the New Eve Year’s Party
starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa and Vicky are in a shoes
shopping: a pair of glittery shoes
immediately catches their eyes! This
is the one! But they would be good
for driving and for fighting against
the stubborn Lancia Y engine?
CRANKING / DRIVE

23:20

17,00

549 Smokey cranking morning
starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa has to go to the tobacconist
but her car is very stubborn today
and is struggling to start! Also… it’s
smoking a lot! Ninfa is worried, she
gets behind the wheel, but the car
often stalls!
CRANKING / STALLING

20:15

17,00

548 Drive, smoke and revenge
starring: Lady Eva

Bad day for Lady Eva! Again,
a friend warned her that her
boyfriend was flirting with another
girl! Lady Eva drives fast to see the
betrayal with her own eyes end
then… she takes her revenge!
DRIVE / SMOKING

24:28

16,00

547 Boots cranking at the mall
starring: Miss Ninfa

Your lovely girlfriend is in big
troubles with her car! Ninfa is stuck
in a parking after a shopping at the
mall, she cranks a lot but nothing
seems to work with this damned
Lancia Y!
CRANKING / STALLING

17:23

16,00

546 Cranking and revving in ballerinas
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is angry, she had to
spend a lot of money to repair her
car and this damned Lancia Y is
still not working! But when it finally
starts, Amy punishes it with a hard
revving in pantyhose also!
CRANKING / REVVING

19:03

17,00

545 Leather revving girls
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba found a full
battery in the trunk! Once they
changed it the engine finally starts!
Good, now the floor the gas pedal
without mercy to hear this damned
engine scream for mercy!
REVVING

18:00

16,00

544 Leather cranking girls
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba have just
finished a hard day at work, they
can’t wait to leave the office and go
home, but they have not considered
that the stubborn Lancia Y doesn’t
start!
CRANKING

22:40

18,00

543 Saturday afternoon drive and
parking

starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa and Vicky are ready to
spend a nice Saturday afternoon
with friends! Ninfa starts driving
in traffic, stops at the gas station
to refuel and she has to make
a thousand maneuvers to park
the car!
18:06
16,00

DRIVE

542 Crank and rev in sneakers and
pantyhose

starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa has been urgently
recruited for a babysitting service
at the last minute: luckily she’s
wearing sneakers, the perfect shoes
to crank and rev her stubborn car
(in pantyhose also!)
CRANKING / REVVING

11:26

11,00

541 Car and shoes troubles
starring: Miss Melanie

Dinner at the restaurant with Miss
Melanie! And you have to deal
with our dangerous Miss while
she cranks, drives, stalls! She also
grinds gear when she parks the car
once you arrive at destination!
CRANKING / DRIVE

24:05

18,00

540 Hard revving barefeet
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is ready to delight you
with an amazing 10 minutes hard
revving barefeet video! She knows
well how to push the gas pedal to
make the engine scream! Great
close ups on the Miss toes!
REVVING

10:34

10,00

539 Bad girl torturing the Lancia Y
starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie knows that you love
her when she floors hard the gas
pedal, and when she grinds the
gearbox and today... she is ready
to delight you with a real concert!
Poor Lancia Y!
REVVING / GRINDING GEARS

10:37

10,00

538 Best teasing ever!
starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie today wants to
tease you with her long legs and
many different pairs of shoes! Can
you resist to the parade of this
wonderful girl, her lovely smile and
her sexy barefeet?
SHOEPLAY / MISCELLANEOUS

16:24

12,00

537 The balloons revenge
starring: Lady Eva

Lady Eva inflates the balloons for
her boyfriend’s birthday party when
she receives a call from a friend: it’s
a very bad news, her boyfriend is
a betrayer and she destroyS all the
ballons with no mercy!
MISCELLANEOUS

12:18

11,00

536 Rev and drive in the country
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is driving to your office to
pick you up: when she’s there, she
gets her makeup fixed then she
starts revving hard her Lancia Y
while waiting for you to arrive!
REVVING / DRIVE

13:59

12,00

535 Mom cranks, drives and stalls!
starring: Miss Ninfa

It’s a crazy day for Ninfa and her
son! She wants to do shopping but
her car stalls during the road, and
even when the tank is filled the
engine still has problems! And she
has troubles to park too!
CRANKING / DRIVE

31:21

20,00

534 Hitting curbs with the Lancia Y
starring: Miss Iris

It’s time to test the Lancia Y on the
curbs and who better than Iris can
face this difficult challenge? Iris
can’t wait to have some fun playing
with the brake and clutch pedals
while fighting on the curbs!
HITTING CURBS

16:54

15,50

533 The new Miss needs drive lessons!
starring: Miss Natasha & Miss Ninfa

Today is driving school day for Miss
Natasha! Ninfa is her instructor and
explains her how to use the pedals
and how to change gears. She’s
really talented, and Miss Ninfa is a
great instructor too!
PEDAL PUMPING

28:09

16,00

532 Drunky funny girl
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is back from an all-night
party and she’s still drunk! She
wants to go home, but her Lancia Y
(and all the alcohol she drank) are
playing tricks! The car won’t start,
and when it starts, it stalls!
CRANKING / STALLING

17:58

16,00

531 The Piaggio Ciao comes out of
hibernation

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is in charge of
checking our moped! Starting it is a
difficult task, but when the engine
finally runs Miss Black Mamba
delights it with a powerful revving
and some drive!
CRANKING / REVVING

12:29

11,00

530 Crushing toy cars
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba has received as a gift
from a fan two remote controlled
cars and she can’t wait to destroy
them under her heels! First she has
some fun playing with them, then
she tears them to bits!
CRUSHING

18:50

13,00

529 Good revving time
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is feeling so naughty
today! Hang on, the very hard
revving she makes in this video is
simply amazing and Miss Amy’s
beautiful feet are highlighted
thanks to some fantastic shots!
11:44

REVVING

11,00

528 The lovely cranking lady
starring: Miss Natasha

Please welcome Miss Natasha!
Today she has to fight with the
stubborn Lancia Y in her very first
cranking clip! Despite of the perfect
pedal pumping of our lovely Miss...
the engine is not working!
CRANKING

9:14

9,00

527 She’s a beautiful danger!
starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie has finally returned
to Turin and the poor Lancia Y of
her aunt doesn’t know about the
coming torture! Everyone knows
(except the car!) that Melanie is
a danger!
GRINDING GEARS / DRIVE

23:31

18,00

526 This car is a bargain!
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie bought a vintage
car, sure she got a great deal! But
Miss Iris starts teasing her and
finds a thousand faults about this
old junk! The poor Melanie gets so
embarrassed and angry!
CRANKING / REVVING

21:18

18,00

525 Hard cranking in boots
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has just finished her
working day and wants to go
home. Her car never fires up easily
but this time it goes on for so long!
The engine refuses to start and the
battery is getting weaker!
CRANKING

12:59

11,50

524 French cranking damsel in distress!
starring: Miss Melanie & Miss Iris

Miss Melanie is a French tourist and
she’s in troubles with her rental car.
Luckily, Melanie notices that a girl is
coming nearby and she stops her:
the beautiful Miss Iris offers to give
an helping hand!
CRANKING

22:20

19,00

523 Stuck in the muddy fields
starring: Miss Ninfa

It’s a problem to drive in the fields
after a few days of rain and Ninfa
knows it! Our Miss tries to juggle as
best she can in the slippery ground
but she gets hopelessy stuck!
CARSTUCK

25:42

21,00

522 Shifting gears barefeet
starring: Miss Black Mamba

First Miss Black Mamba’s drive
with the Lancia Y! She hits the road
driving barefeet so that she can
feel properly the gas pedal under
her foot and she pushes it firmly to
drive as fast as possible!
21:12

DRIVE

17,00

521 Wildest cranking ever!
starring: Miss Black Mamba

“There’s nothing more exciting
than drain the battery!” Miss Black
Mamba today wants to show you
her destructive cranking skills! Yes,
she wants to show you that she is
the boss of the car!
CRANKING

08:35

8,00

520 Let’s have a noisy drive!
starring: Miss Ninfa

Today Ninfa wants to push the gas
pedal of the Lancia Y! Enjoy Miss
Ninfa in this amazing revving and
driving video with super close shots
of her sexy feet, in sandals and
barefeet!
DRIVE / REVVING

16:54

16,00

519 Having fun and drive reverse with the
Lancia Y

starring: Miss Iris

Today is Miss Iris lucky day! Finally
she can get behind the steering
wheel of the new Pedal Vamp
car and have a good time doing
spinning wheels, burnouts and
drive reverse also!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

18:17

17,00

518 First drive after COVID-19
lockdown

starring: Miss Amy

After 2 lockdown months Miss Amy
jumps again on board of a car and
she enjoys her first drive! But she
cranks and stalls instead during her
trip, and her tired feet need some
fresh water!!
CRANKING / DRIVE

19:31

17,00

517 New Pedal Vamp car revving test
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is going to make a
revving test with the new Pedal
Vamp car and she’s ready to play
hard with the gas pedal in high
heels and barefeet! Let’s show who
is the Boss there!
12:13

REVVING

11,00

516 Sexy van driver in sexy heels
starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa is a driver and she had a
really hard day, finally the last
delivery has been made and now
she’s ready to go home! Drive and
hard revving for you to enjoy!
REVVING / DRIVE

13:49

13,00

515 Damsel in distress with the van
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy rents a van to pick up a
marble table, she warms up the
engine but when it comes to start
the van and drive the nightmare
begins! She doesn’t know how to
deal with such a monster!
CRANKING / STALLING

17:52

16,50

514 Fiat 500 crank and drive
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is late to go to work
and she has to do a long cranking
before her old Fiat 500 starts! Then
she hits the road and drives with
double clutch to her destination!
CRANKING / DRIVE

18:09

17,00

513 Cranking and revving the Motorella
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy wants to have some
fun with the old Motorella but
she has fight a lot to start it! And
once it finally runs, Miss Amy
starts punishing it with some good
revving!
CRANKING / REVVING

12:25

10,00

512 Car destruction in boots
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to give
the final goodbye to our 2019 Pedal
Vamp car with a good destruction!
Thank you sooo much, sweet little
Panda, you served us so well!
CAR DESTRUCTION

24:20

20,00

511 Let’s blow the old car!
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ninfa

Miss Iris and Miss Ninfa starts to rev
the Panda the hell out of it! They
are willing to kill the engine with a
powerful and extreme revving, will
you be able to survive to it?
BLOW ENGINE / REVVING

26:50

22,00

510 The last Fiat Panda nightmare trip
starring: Miss Iris

Iris drives the Panda to the junkyard
without shoes in her pantyhose
teasing the pedals , the car makes
strange noises, the poor engine is
really suffering and needs to rest!
DRIVE

08:10

7,50

509 Fiat Panda bad sexy girl
starring: Miss Iris

No one knows how to make the
poor engine suffer under her heels
better than Iris does! She’s a pro,
and she has a lot of excitement by
making for you an amazing hard
revving!
17:34

REVVING

16,00

508 Cranking and stalling curse during
jogging

starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa knows how to deal
with an old engine! The old Fiat
Panda has a stubborn one, so get
ready for a cranking drive and
stalling concert instead of a jogging
session!
CRANKING / STALLING

19:31

20,00

507 Miss Black Mamba giving the

Panda hell - smoking and revving

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba today wants to
please you with some sexy hard
foot revving to the floor! No mercy
for the engine while she enjoys with
you a couple of cigarettes!
REVVING / SMOKING

08:17

8,00

506 The cabin in the woods
starring: Miss Amy

A romantic end-of-the-year dinner
isn’t perfect without a good stuck
in the mud, soft spins, hard spins...
and nothing works? Not even the
phone! And this bitchy car doesn’t
help at all!
CARSTUCK

22:12

20,00

505 Cold cranking morning
starring: Miss Ninfa

Time to go to work for Miss Ninfa!
It’s Monday, it’s a very cold day
and the car is not moving for days
and Ninfa is ready for a long fight
of feet and pedals! Who will be
the winner?
CRANKING / STALLING

18:58

16,00

504 The Fiat 500 doppietta lovely girl
starring: Miss Ninfa

Tricks of the old Fiat 500, and today
is Miss Ninfa’s turn to deal with
them! Enjoy many lovely cranking
and drive scenes where Ninfa fights
with this stubborn car!
CRANKING / DRIVE

22:13

20,00

503 Barefeet screaming drive
starring: Miss Iris

Enjoy Queen Iris in this fantastic
revving and driving video with
super close shots of her sexy
barefoot feet! That’s a video
you can not miss for all Miss Iris
addicted!
DRIVE / REVVING

13:08

12,00

502 Dear Motorella, welcome at Pedal
Vamp

starring: Miss Ninfa

From today we have a “new Miss”
at Pedal Vamp, a super vintage
Benelli Motorella! Miss Ninfa has
the honor to be the first to shoot a
clip with it and check if everything
works properly!
CRANKING

12:34

12,00

501 Farmer’s shopping stuck
starring: Miss Amy

Miss is driving in the country to
look for the farmer’s farmhouse to
buy some organic fruits but these
muddy fields have other plans
for her! And yes... it’s a muddy
carstuck!
CARSTUCK

20:18

18,00

500 Cheater car seller
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ninfa

Miss Iris is fed up with her old
Fiat Panda and wants to get rid
of her old trash! Will she be able
to convince the poor unwise Miss
Ninfa that her Fiat Panda is really a
good deal?
CRANKING / REVVING & DRIVE

24:15

18,00

499 Sexy realtor in mud distress
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba is a real estate agent
in distress: after a shooting she
hasn’t reckoned with the ground
and ends up stuck! it seems that her
destiny today is to remain nailed in
the middle of the field!
15:46

CARSTUCK

15,00

498 Red heels for a sexy revving
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today wants to tease you
with a sexy hard revving wearing
her brand new red shoes! While
she’s revving, she’s having a look at
her make up and you simply can’t
resist her!
09:17

REVVING

9,00

497 Let’s floor the Audi Q2
starring: Miss Iris

Today is a great day for Miss Iris,
she can drive the company car, an
Audi Q2! She gets in, makes some
hard revving then she starts driving
in the city traffic and then she hits
the highway driving fast!
11:43

DRIVE / REVVING

22,00

496 Barefeet rev and stomp
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ninfa

Today our girls want to have a little
fun with the old Fiat Panda and the
biggest fun is pushing, stomping
and flooring the gas pedal! They
feel so bad today and have no
mercy on this poor engine!
12:19

REVVING

12,00

495 Reverse at the mall
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to have some
fun driving reverse! The gearbox,
however, today is quite stubborn
and makes strange tricks but Miss
Iris always knows how to handle
these old cars!
DRIVE REVERSE

10:09

10,00

494 First autumn rain, first stuck!
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has to deal with a muddy
stuck today! She tries to unstuck the
Panda pumping the pedals slowly,
then quickly, but nothing works!
She even pushes the car but her
efforts seem to be all vain!
CARSTUCK

20:45

18,00

493 This car needs a good revving!
starring: Miss Ninfa

The battery of the Fiat Panda is
down and it needs some good
revving to recharge! Ninfa is always
happy when it comes to push hard
on the gas pedal and she’s ready to
do her very best!
19:54

REVVING

16,00

492 The jewelry robbery
starring: Miss Amy & Lady Eva

Miss Amy and Lady Eva just did
a robbery in a jewelry! They are
ready to escape but... guess what
happens? Yeah, the car doesn’t
start and from afar they hear police
sirens approaching!
CRANKING

12:55

11,00

491 Pandas barefeet drive
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ninfa

Enjoy this video where Miss Iris and
Miss Ninfa have to drive barefeet
first the old then the newer Panda
of Vicky! Enjoy our beautiful Miss
in this 42 minutes video with very
few cuts!
42:53

DRIVE

20,00

490 Old Fiat Panda abuse
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
are ready to play with a very rusty
old Fiat Panda until it takes its last
breath of life! How long it will resist
to their overwhelming beauty and
power?
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

15:34

15,00

489 Cranking and stalling nightmare
starring: Miss Ninfa

Today’s not really the luckiest day
for Miss Ninfa! Her car doesn’t work
and she has to fight hard with the
pedals and the engine using even
three different pairs of shoes!
CRANKING / DRIVE

29:37

20,00

488 Sexy hard revving punishment
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is back from the
mechanic, she wants to be sure that
the car is ok and she has her own
method to make this test! What
about a very hard revving teasing
the pedals barefeet?
09:27

REVVING

9,00

487 The Fiat Panda disaster
starring: Miss Amy & Lady Eva

Miss Amy and Lady Eva have to
clean the Panda carburetor but
our girls have a lot of troubles!
Moreover, the battery is flat, they
are in an isolated area and it seems
there is no one around…
CRANKING

16:38

15,00

486 Boss car hard revving, curbs and
burnouts

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is very angry at her boss!
She’s driving his car, she stops and
then... she has some hard revving,
some burnouts and some hitting
curbs! Miss Iris feet do know well
how to dance on pedals!
REVVING / HITTING CURBS

14:35

14,00

485 Drive to the airport to pick up the
boss

starring: Miss Iris

Iris has to drive the Nissan Qashqai
to pick up her boss who is about to
land at the airport but , he missed
the plane! Iris is furious and she
decides to have some fun with
his car!
DRIVE

23:11

18,00

484 Poor cranking and stalling girl!
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy has a busy day today
but her old Fiat Panda is driving
her crazy! It always makes strange
tricks and refuses to start! What a
bitchy engine! Poor Amy, is about
to cry!
CRANKING / DRIVE

18:48

16,00

483 Nissan Qashqai shifting gears
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ninfa

It’s a great shopping day today!
Ninfa is driving her boyfriend’s car,
she’s ready to pick up Iris and have
a lovely trip with this nice Nissan
Qashqai! They both enjoy this soft
and relaxing gear!
25:30

DRIVE

20,00

482 Another cranking day
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris working day is over, she’s
tired and wants to go home but
the car doesn’t want to start at all!
She continues to torture the poor
starter motor, and she does some
shoeplay to try to relax!
CRANKING

12:47

12,00

481 The perfect revving girl
starring: Miss Ale

What a wonderful day to make
some hard! Miss Ale is ready to
push the gas, she constantly teases
the Panda to be more powerful, to
make more roars and to let her feel
its powerful engine!
07:39

REVVING

7,00

480 Fiat 500 morning trip
starring: Miss Iris

You have an important package to
ship today, so why not asking Iris
to go to the post office for you? But
you don’t know that Miss Iris car’s is
an old scrappy Fiat 500!
CRANKING / DRIVE

33:54

20,00

479 Hitting curbs, what a fun!
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is ready to show her
amazing pedal pumping abilities
in hitting curbs with the classic Fiat
Panda and its little engine! She hits
the curb either with the front and
back wheels!
HITTING CURBS

16:09

15,00

478 Cranking holiday time
starring: Miss Amy & Lady Eva

Lady Eva and Miss Amy are ready
to go on holiday with the old Fiat
Panda but the car is definetely not!
They crank a lot, they put fuel in the
tank, Eva pushes the car and guess
what happens next?
CRANKING

19:12

16,00

477 Night terror cranking
starring: Miss Amy

Amy fears a shady guy who is
following her. Amy jumps on board
of her old Fiat Panda, she tries to
go away from that bad situation
but the car doesn’t start and the
tank is almost out of gasoline!
CRANKING / DRIVE

21:09

17,00

476 Flat battery problems again!
starring: Miss Ninfa & Miss Amy

Miss Ninfa is trying to start her car
and she has to face a long and
hard cranking! Amy is passing by
and she decides to give an helping
hand, well , 2 helping feet!
CRANKING

26:27

18,00

475 Vespa kickstart and flip flops
troubles

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is ready to enjoy a short
trip with her Vespa. She has to
kickstart a lot because the engine
doesn’t want to start up until she
finally makes it and give the scooter
a good and hard revving!
KICKSTART / REVVING

11:44

12,00

474 Miss Iris is back in town… flooring the
Fiat Panda!

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris wants to test the Panda
really hard to see if it can meet the
high standards of the Official Pedal
Vamp car. Which means: high and
loud revs, pedal to the metal and
some nice burnouts!
REVVING / DRIVING

15:36

14,00

473 Shoeplay and cranking at the mall
starring: Miss Amy

After a lunch at the mall Miss Amy
is ready to go back to work, but
when she tries to drive away from
parking the engine won’t start! She
cranks hard and takes some breaks
doing shoeplay.
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

19:42

16,00

472 Driving examination - introducing
Lady Eva

starring: Lady Eva

Today is a very important day for
Lady Eva, for the second time she
attends to her driving tests and
she’s hoping that she will not fail
it twice! Her driving instructor,
moreover, is a big pain in the ass!
CRANKING / DRIVE

23:33

15,00

471 The Fiat Panda torture
starring: Miss Amy

This old poor Fiat Panda has to
be destroyed and Miss Amy can
have a good time by torturing
the little engine! She revs so hard
while looking at you and smiling,
because she knows you like it!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

12:39

14,00

470 Let’s burn the Fiat Cinquecento
starring: Miss Ninfa

“Finally I have a car all for me and I
can blow it alone!” Miss Ninfa says!
She starts the engine and she revs
the car to the max straight away!
No heating up, she wants to go
straight to the point!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

12:14

14,00

469 Fiat Panda back from the mechanic
starring: Miss Ninfa

The Panda is back from the
mechanic and Miss Ninfa wants
to check if the car is now ok so she
makes a very hard revving to see
if the engine screams good, some
burnouts and a brakes test too!
REVVING / DRIVE

21:15

17,00

468 Cranking and stalling troubles
starring: Miss Ninfa

Today also Miss Ninfa has to fight
hard against this rusty stubborn
Fiat Panda so… get ready for a
cranking and stalling concert while
our lovely Miss struggles to arrive at
the mechanic!
CRANKING / DRIVE

17:14

15,00

467 Your lovely cranking friend
starring: Miss Amy

You were lucky enough to get a
ride from your lovely colleague! But
Miss Amy’s car seems to be flooded
and the car does not start! Amy
pumps hard the gas pedal but her
efforts worth nothing!
CRANKING

12:01

11,00

466 Rusty Fiat Panda for sale
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is helping her cousin
selling her old car and she’s in
charge to see if the car is still
working but… all she can do is
crank the car out of hell until the
battery gets weaker and weaker!
CRANKING

29:27

18,00

465 Desperate cranking mom
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is trying to get away from
her partner, you are her son and
you both jump in the car: she begs
it to start but the car doesn’t! Amy
is now in full panic mode and she
pumps the gas madly!
CRANKING

14:42

13,00

464 The Fiat Uno cranking nightmare
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is going to a colleague’s
house to bring a USB key but she
realizes she’s lost and she’s not
driving in the right direction! Also,
the engine of the Fiat Uno turns off
and the car fails to restart!
CRANKING

12:38

10,00

463 Muddy road to the perfect revving
spot

starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany is enjoying a day off!
What about a funny drive on a
small muddy road and a good
revving far from the chaos of the
city? She loves nature and she loves
to floor the gas pedal!
18:29

REVVING

16,00

462 Realtor damsel in distress
starring: Miss Amy

Amy is ready for a very important
business meeting today, she
works for a real state agent and
she has to show a customer some
properties but she got lost in the
country side and gets stuck!
CARSTUCK / CRANKING

33:44

25,00

461 Driving and parking troubles
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is on the road to an
important meeting and, as
always, she has some difficulties
in managing the old Panda and
she even hooks a car when she is
parking! The car keeps on stalling!
DRIVE / PARKING

25:23

17,00

460 The Fiat Panda smokey stuck
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is stuck! She tries to
get out of the mud but it seems to
be impossible to free the poor old
car nor with the first gear neither
in reverse! And, a lot of smoke is
coming out from the hood!
CARSTUCK

20:43

19,00

459 Hard revving to clean the carburetor
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba is ready to use
a special product to clean the
carburetor, a lot of smoke is coming
out of the exhaust pipe! She revs
hard and enjoys a cigarette to have
even more smoke around her!
17:36

REVVING

16,00

458 The perfect cranking
starring: Dr Amy

Dr Amy’s working day is over, she’s
ready to go to a party, but her car
doesn’t start! Amy starts a fight with
it, pumping with her heeled shoes
and barefoot but it seems that her
efforts are not worthy!
CRANKING

18:26

17,00

457 Tragicomic trip to the fast food
drive.thru

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is driving to the drive-thru
with her old car but she doesn’t
control properly the pedals and at
the traffic lights, the car stalls many
times! Also, she has big troubles
in parking!
DRIVE / STALLING

22:16

20,00

456 The Piaggio Ciao drive
starring: Miss Ninfa

Spring time has arrived and Ninfa
can’t wait to have her first ride with
the Piaggio Ciao! A good rollerstart
at first, then a hard revving to
warm up the engine and finally…
the ride is so pleasant!
REVVING / DRIVE

19:25

17,00

455 Cranking mules
starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is ready to go to work
but her car doesn’t start. After
some attempts, she stops since
she doesn’t want to flood the
engine and she takes a break while
dangling her mule from her foot.
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

15:14

14,00

454 Reversing in the country
starring: Miss Ninfa

Today Miss Ninfa has to visit some
friends in the countryside, but she
took the wrong road, so she has to
drive backwards all the way back
and it’s a long and hard job to do!
16:25

DRIVE REVERSE

15,00

453 Flip flops cranking mom
starring: Miss Amy

You’re Miss Amy’s child, today you
have an important football match,
mom jumps in the car with you and
she tries to start the engine with her
flip flops and barefeet but nothing
is working!
14:08

CRANKING

13,00

452 Let’s floor the Panda!
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is ready for a drive with the
“new” Pedal Vamp car! It doesn’t
matter if it’s just an old Fiat Panda,
she can have fun anyway! Hard
revving, burnouts and drive, that’s
what she wants!
16:54

DRIVE / REVVING

15,00

451 Crank in the country
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ninfa

Amy and Ninfa are pushing the Fiat
Panda along a street in the country
fields, the engine of this old piece
of junk striked! After some cranking
the car finally starts and they make
a short revving!
24:25

CRANKING / REVVING

20,00

450 Run Panda… run!
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ninfa

Lunch break at the mall for Amy
and Ninfa but now they have to
go back to the office! Amy starts to
drive but she’s not so good in it, so
Ninfa takes the driver seat and she
pushes the gas pedal a lot!
DRIVE

21:04

17,00

449 I’ll drive you madly!
starring: Miss Black Mamba

This old car needs a punishment
for always being so stubborn! Miss
Black Mamba knows exactly what
to do, she floors the gas pedal first
with her lovely pink sandals and
then barefoot!
12:34

DRIVE

12,00

448 Let’s crank again
starring: Miss Black Mamba

It’s Miss Black Mamba’s turn to
drive the “new” Pedal Vamp car
but she’s not lucky today! She is
struggling pumping hard on pedals
hoping to hear the engine finally
roaring but… nothing!
CRANKING

09:38

9,00

447 Rev your breath away
starring: Miss Amy

You can’t believe it’s true! You’re
in the Fiat Panda sitted near Miss
Amy and you are ready to enjoy
the most hot amazing hard revving
experience with extreme high heels
you have ever seen!
15:13

REVVING

14,00

446 Hard revving the Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Amy

So I have to deal with this old
piece of junk? Good, let’s see what
happens if I floor the gas pedal!
Enjoy an amazing hard revving
video, Miss Amy can’t wait to make
the engine scream for mercy!
11:24

REVVING

11,00

445 Need help for the battery!
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Iris

Poor Amy! Her car doesn’t want
to start! This junk always has
problems and the battery seems to
have problems too! Iris sees Amy in
trouble, she stops and together they
try to start this shitty car!
CRANKING

18:07

16,00

444 A new piece of junk at pedalvamp!
starring: Miss Amy

Vicky has instructed Amy to go pick
up the new Pedal Vamp car! But
the car is a junk and it doesn’t even
want to start using the choke and
when it finally gets going , the car
stalls! Amy is furious!
CRANKING / STALLING

17:23

16,00

443 Miss Amy’s feet vs Fiat Uno’s pedals
starring: Miss Amy

Lunch break at the mall and Amy
now is ready to go back to the
office! But the engine of her old
Fiat Uno is not starting, and when it
comes to life Amy decides to give it
a sweet but hard punishment!
CRANKING / REVVING

14:09

13,00

442 The Piaggio Ciao stupid joke
starring: Miss Amy

Amy comes out of the hairdresser,
she’s ready to go home but her
Piaggio Ciao stops and dies! After a
long rollertstart she realizes that the
fuel dispenser is closed! Someone
made her a stupid joke!
ROLLERSTART / REVVING

14:20

14,00

441 Just a cranking party for Miss Amy
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy has been invited to a
party by a gorgeous guy but she
has big troubles in firing her old
Fiat Uno and she’s forced to fight
with the pedals and the starter of
this damn stubborn car!
CRANKING

17:53

16,00

440 Sexy girls driving the Mercedes
starring: Miss B. Mamba, Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Miss Black Mamba, Miss Melanie
and Miss Iris will be your drivers,
Vicky is behind the camera so, get
ready to have a lot of fun with these
amazing sexy ladies driving the
Mercedes!
DRIVE / REVVING

33:45

20,00

439 Holiday in Sardinia - driving to the
airport (time to come back)

starring: Pedal Vamp team

The holiday in Sardinia is over!
Jump on board on the VW pulmino
with our beautiful Misses, you will
spend half an hour with them and,
if you are lucky… they will bring
you safely at the airport!
30:03

DRIVE

20,00

438 The destruction of the Fiat Uno
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to say
the final goodbye to the Fiat Uno!
She starts destroying a little bit of
everythingt, then she tries to detach
the doors, hood and trunk and
destroy all windscreens!
CAR DESTRUCTION

24:58

20,00

437 The engine makes boom
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is ready to say goodbye
to the Fiat Uno! She starts revving
the car hard keeping the engine
high on revs to be sure that it will
be very hot soon! The water started
to heat up and boil!
BLOW ENGINE / REVVING

16:35

16,00

436 Desperately stranded in the fields
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is upset, her car has just
broken down! She is begging it to
start while tears are streaming from
her face. She’s completely lost in
the countryside and no one can
help her!
CRANKING

08:30

8,00

435 Holiday in Sardinia - VW

minicamper parking troubles

starring: Pedal Vamp team

During our staying in Sardinia
our Misses had to fight with the
hard steering wheel of the VW
minicamper when they had to
park it! In this video there are two
parking clips… enjoy!
PARKING

17:21

15,00

434 Muddy vlog stuck
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ninfa

Miss Amy and Miss Ninfa are
making a vlog, Ninfa sees a deer in
the fields and she tells Amy to pull
over, so they can see better. Amy
steers the car right into a mud pit
and the car is now stuck!
CARSTUCK

35:27

25,00

433 Damned wet stuck with the BMW
starring: Miss Amy

CARSTUCK

Miss Amy is driving the company
BMW and it’s raining madly
outside! On the way she takes the
wrong turning, she tries to turn
around but the ground is so soft
and boggy that her car becomes
stuck!
21:09
19,00

432 Holiday in Sardinia - 5 Misses
revving the VW minicamper

starring: Pedal Vamp team

Enjoy our sexy girl revving the VW
minicamper! Miss Iris, Miss Black
Mamba, Miss Melanie, Miss Kim
and Miss Amy are ready to show
you their revving skills! That’s an
amazing show you can’t miss!
16:13

REVVING

15,00

431 Crank and drive the Fiat 500
starring: Miss Tiffany

Another typical Fiat 500 day for
Miss Tiffany! The car always needs
a good cranking to start, but finally
the engine fires up and Tiffany is
ready to hit the road! Enjoy our
lovely and sexy driver!
CRANKING / DRIVE

18:43

16,00

430 Holiday in Sardinia - Miss Iris

driving barefoot on mountain roads

starring: Miss Iris

A sunny day, beautiful landscapes,
an old VW minicamper and the
amazing Miss Iris taking you for a
ride on some Sardinian mountain
roads! Enjoy our best driver shifting
gears barefeet!
DRIVE

18:20

16,00

429 Holiday in Sardinia - Amy & Kim first VW
minicamper drive

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Kim

Amy and Kim go to pick up the
rental camper, Kim starts driving
to the beach then Amy decides she
wants to drive it too. She first tests
the pedals with a good revving and
then she hits the road!
27:48

DRIVE

20,00

428 Can’t believe I’m stuck!
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is driving in a countryside
but the Fiat Uno stops and she
stucks! She tries to unstuck the car
by pushing a lot the accelerator,
and she also tries to push the car
but the car does not move!
CARSTUCK

15:41

15,00

427 Hurry up sweet girl, hurry up!
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is late for an important
business meeting, her old Fiat 500
always has ignition problems but
today she can’t waste precious time
and she’s not patient at all with her
rusty car!
CRANKING / DRIVE

20:17

16,00

426 Lift to the trainstation
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is taking you for a ride
to train station. Miss Iris begins
cranking the moped, trying to
rollerstart. Sometimes it starts but
stalls again because the engine is
cold and is running weak!
ROLLERSTART / CRANKING

18:45

16,00

425 Smoking, revving and teasing
starring: Miss Amy

Amy wants to tease you with
an amazing sexy revving while
enjoying smoking a cigarette!! Get
ready to admire her beautiful feet
and soles pushing with no mercy
the gas pedal of the Fiat Uno!
REVVING

09:03

9,00

424 Cranking, tears and cows
starring: Miss Amy

Poor Amy! Her car left her in the
middle of a country road, she tries
many times to start her Fiat Uno
but nothing happens! Gosh, there
are also so many cows coming!
Amy is terrified of the cows!
11:12

CRANKING

10,00

423 Taxi pedal pumping driver
starring: Miss Iris

You have asked for a driver for
your staying in Italy and the sexy
Miss Iris is at your service! She
hardly revs the car for you, once the
engine is warmed, she takes you for
a ride on her Mercedes!
19:41

REVVING / DRIVE

17,00

422 Bad luck driving test
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Iris

Miss Amy is about to pass her
driving test and Miss Iris is the
examiner! Amy has big troubles
with the car but she seems to be
doing pretty well on pedals! Will
she finally get her driving license?
24:33

CRANKING / DRIVE

18,00

421 Fiat 500 health test
starring: Miss Iris

It’s time to bring the car to the
mechanic, this old Fiat 500
already left Miss Iris stranded in
the middle of the road! After the
reparations she makes a test to see
if everything works properly!
CRANKING / DRIVE

29:13

25,00

420 Leather boots vs Fiat Uno
starring: Miss Tiffany

Tiffany pumps with her amazing
leather boots, she is really pissed
off by this engine who never wants
to start! When the car starts, she
realizes that the oil warning light is
on, what to do?
CRANKING / DRIVE

17:30

16,00

419 The Ford Fiesta gear torture
starring: Miss Iris

Iris has finally managed to start
the Ford Fiesta, and now she has
to move it to a quiet corner of
the junkyard to start shooting the
videos of the day, but the gear of
this car seems to be defective!
GRINDING GEARS

11:29

10,00

418 Crank and pump the Ford Fiesta
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has some custom videos
to do with an old Ford Fiesta but
she’s having big troubles in firing
it up! She pumps furiously on the
gas pedal bouncing on the seat
pleading the car to start!
CRANKING

11:46

10,00

417 Late summer Fiat 500 ride
starring: Miss Amy

The weather is simply perfect for
Miss Amy to have some swimming
at the lake but her old Fiat 500 is
struggling to start and when Miss
Amy finally can leave, the car runs
out of gasoline!
CRANKING / DRIVE

20:05

17,00

416 Sexy killer feet blow the Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Amy

Because of this damned Fiat Panda
Miss Amy has been fired! Now it’s
time to take revenge on this old
junk that made her lose her job!
Get ready for an epic revving until
the engine blows!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

10:13

10,00

415 Fiat Panda epic cranking
starring: Miss Amy

CRANKING

Amy made a mess! She has just
hung up the phone telling a
customer that his car has been
repaired, the customer is arriving
in a few minutes and she sadly
realizes that the issue is not fixed
yet!
12:56
12,00

414 Let’s blow the Renault express
starring: Miss Tiffany

Today Miss Tiffany really wants
to kill an engine with her new
amazing heels and make a lot
of noise! This is one of our best
extreme revving-blowing videos
which you can not miss!
13:57

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

14,00

413 Grinding and stalling drama
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy rented an old Fiat
Uno with manual gearbox but
she’s used to drive automatic
transmission cars only! Get ready
for a true show of grinding gears,
cranking and stalling!
14:57

GRINDING GEARS / CRANKING

13,50

412 Miss Amy & Miss Iris battery
troubles

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Iris

Amy forgot again to turn off the
lights and the battery of her car is
dead! Iris comes to Amy’s aid, she
takes her cables and connects the
batteries and then, a good 4 feet
revving is recommended!
16:54

CRANKING / REVVING

15,00

411 High heels kickstart
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris’s scooter makes strange
tricks! The starter it not working
good, she’s worried but finally the
scooter decides to give signals of
life! Now this stubborn scooter
needs a nice punishment!
KICKSTART / REVVING

13:20

12,00

410 Have a ride on my car!
starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany takes you for a ride
with her second-hand Audi driving
first with sandals and then without
shoes (yes, she loves to drive
barefoot!) Fasten your seatbelts
and... enjoy the ride with her!
DRIVE

16:27

13,50

409 Never trust the Fiat Uno
starring: Miss Amy

CRANKING

Get ready for several minutes
of cranking and shoe play, the
engine just will not start for this
Italian Mistress and the battery
is getting weaker and weaker…
she is not going anywhere in this
damned car!
14:21
13,00

408 Sexy beauties driving the Fiat 500 X
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Our girls can’t wait to celebrate
their new company car and have
the first drive with it! They drive
towards the country, they find a
quiet place to celebrate with a nice
fresh beer… cheers!
36:38

DRIVE

18,00

407 Hot summer Fiat 500 ride
starring: Miss Amy

It’s Miss Amy lunchtime! She’s
ready to go to the mall but her old
rusty car always has troubles to get
started! Finally she takes the road
and enjoys a pleasant drive in her
open toe black high heels!
CRANKING / DRIVE

19:22

16,00

406 Flat battery cranking troubles
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is stranded with the Fiat
Uno and the car won’t start! She
has a look at the engine, then
jumps in the car to try again, but
nothing! And… the battery is on
the way to become drained!
CRANKING

11:36

10,00

405 2018 Harley Davidson nightmare part 2

starring: Miss Iris

It’s a terrible day, Miss Iris got fired
because she arrived late at the
office due to her stubborn Harley!
She is now upset and furious in
one. She’s even thinking to sell this
damned Harley!
CRANKING

16:05

14,00

404 Miss Amy driver of the Fiat Seicento’s
drunk friend

starring: Miss Amy

Amy is back from a party and now
she has to bring home a drunk
friend! Her beautiful feet struggle
with the small pedals so she
decides to remove her shoes and
her netfish stockings to drive better!
18:30

DRIVE

16,00

403 Miss Black Mamba Fiat 126
B smoking tease
starring: Miss Black Mamba

This is the last part of the video
“403A : Miss Black Mamba - Fiat
126 barefeet drive tease” where
you can enjoy the sexy Miss Black
Mamba smoking a cigarette and
showing her dirty soles for you!
5:36

SMOKING

5,00

403 Miss Black Mamba Fiat 126 drive
A and tease
starring: Miss Black Mamba

DRIVE / SMOKING

Here is another amazing drive
video with Miss Black Mamba!
Enjoy a long ride with her, admiring
her sexy feet in high heels shoes
and then barefeet! Miss Black
Mamba pushes hard on the tiny
gas pedal!
31:33
22,00

402 How to kill a car in a few minutes
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale, dressed as an angel ... is
ready to turn into a sexy devil for a
Fiat Panda very hard punishment !!
The poor engine will not survive for
long and surrenders quickly to Miss
Ale’s feet !!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

05:41

5,00

401 Miss Iris goes to the festival - part 2
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is back from the festival,
it’s time to go home and after some
cranking she pushes hard on a gas
pedal and suddendly the engine
starts boiling and making smoke…
that is sooooo funny!
CRANKING / BLOW ENGINE

20:48

18,00

400 Miss Iris goes to the festival - part 1
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to go to the
festival! She has to crank the car as
hell until it starts finally spluttering!
The gear seems to have some
problems and the engine also is not
running properly!
CRANKING / REVVING

17:05

15,00

399 Piaggio Ciao sexy ballet dancer
rollerstart

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to go for her today
dance lesson, but both her car and
an old moped she found nearby
refuse to start! Time is ticking away
in the meantime and she’s getting
desperate!
CRANKING / ROLLERSTART

18:56

16,00

398 Fiat Panda mules cranking
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale just got back her car from
the mechanic but the Panda still
seems to have some problems...
why?? She cranks hard and from
time to time she has some shoeplay
to relax her feet and nerves!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

17:17

15,00

397 Desperate reverse girl
starring: Miss Amy

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

Bad day for Miss Amy! She has
been betrayed, she cries and
she wants to go away from her
boyfriend but she never drove
a Fiat 500 and the only way she
feels quite safe to drive this car is
in reverse!
17:17
15,00

396 Miss Black Mamba and the Fiat
Bravo - the cranking torture

starring: Miss Black Mamba

It’s cranking time for Miss Black
Mamba! First a good cranking in
sneakers, then another hard one in
socks and why not, barefeet also to
better feel and push the gas pedal!
CRANKING

14:26

12,50

395 Miss Melanie and the Piaggio Ciao - fast
food express delivery

starring: Miss Melanie

Last express food delivery of the da
for Miss Melanie, but her moped
doesn’t want to start up! But after
a lot of feet pumping work the old
Piaggio Ciao engine is now running
and needs a good revving!
ROLLERSTART / REVVING

16:20

15,00

394 No mercy for the Fiat Cinquecento
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy walks toward the Fiat
Cinquecento with her new silver
sandals, she gets in the car, turns
the key and she starts revving the
car with ho mercy until the engine
screams pleading her to stop!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

17:26

16,00

393 Miss Iris and the old bitchy van
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is a teacher and today
she has troubles with her van, she
has to crank a lot and the engine
is not running properly, Miss Iris is
flooring the gas pedal but the van
is not able to go over RPM!
CRANKING

14:48

13,00

392 Miss Amy’s stupid stupid bike!
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy wants to feel the thrill of
the wind in her hair! No cars today,
she wants to drive the Piaggio Ciao!
But after few meters the moped
stops, and doesn’t want to start
again!
CRANKING / ROLLERSTART

13:40

12,00

391 Miss Amy in distress - no fuel and
low battery at night!

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is ready to go to a
party but the tank of her Fiat
Uno is empty and the battery has
problems!! What to do? Give up
the party or try her luck and drive
anyway hoping not to stay dry?
CRANKING

19:17

16,00

390 The old stubborn Fiat 500
starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany can’t wait to drive her
old Fiat 500! She knows the engine
is stubborn but today nothing
works to fire it up! She checks under
the hood but everything seems to
be normal!
CRANKING

12:54

11,00

389 Miss Amy revving the Alfa Romeo
Giulietta

starring: Miss Amy

Today Miss Amy’s sexy feet do
have at her service a Giulietta Alfa
Romeo! The sensation to rev and
dominate this car makes her crazy
and it’s so exciting! The sound of
the engine turns her on!
09:17

REVVING

9,00

388 Fiat 500 drive barefeet
starring: Miss Tiffany

Tiffany wants to do shopping and
enjoys a barefeet drive with the
old Fiat 500. You can admire her
sexy feet from different views and
see her dirty soles once she arrives
back home after the drive!
20:23

DRIVE

17,00

387 Dr. Amy in distress with her
stubborn Fiat Uno

starring: Miss Amy

Dr. Amy has just finished her
working nightshift, she can’t wait to
go home to have a relaxing shower
and some rest but her stubborn Fiat
Uno has other plans for her and
Amy has to fight hard with it!
CRANKING / REVVING

22:02

18,00

386 Miss Black Mamba barefeet drive
with the Fiat 500

starring: Miss Black Mamba

First Black Mamba’s drive on the
old Fiat 500, would she be able to
manage this little car? She hits the
road driving in high heels but soon
she decides to remove them to feel
properly the gas pedal!
DRIVE

15:17

13,00

385 Barefeet hitting curbs
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris wants to experience some
hitting curbs with the VW automatic
transmission Golf but how she can
manage to go up and down on
curbs without the clutch only by
using the gas and the brake?
17:08

HITTING CURBS

14,50

384 Piaggio Ciao spring hard revving
starring: Miss Amy

The summer has arrived and Amy
can’t wait to have her old Piaggio
Ciao on the road! After the cold
season hibernation the moped
needs to be put back on its wheels
and Amy knows how to do it!
13:28

REVVING

12,00

383 Miss Amy and Miss Iris - office

shoeplay and Fiat Uno cranking

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Iris and Miss Amy are in the
office doing shoeplay while they
are working. Once the working
time is over they are ready to go
to a party but the old Fiat Uno has
serious troubles to get started!
29:33

CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

21,00

382 Fiat 500 wet cranking
starring: Miss Iris

The weather is cloudy and wet but
Iris does not care, she wants to
make a little trip in the country and
she wants to do it with the old Fiat
500! But today the car seems to be
more stubborn than usual!
16:27

CRANKING

15,00

381 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba crank
the Alfa Romeo 146

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

The Alfa Romeo is just the perfect
car to go to a pool party! They
finally can drive a nice car (not one
of the the usual pieces of junk!)
but... the mischievous Alfa has
other plans in mind for them!!
CRANKING

11:00

10,00

380 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba: Alfa
Romeo 146 burnouts and revving

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba have found
an amazing car at the junkyard, a
sporty Alfa Romeo 146! This is a
perfect car to enjoy some burnouts
and some good revving… and this
is terribly exciting!
10:31

REVVING

10,00

379 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba -

extreme barefeet revving and blow

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba are
ready for an extreme revving! They
start pushing the gas pedal very
hard first with their shoes and then
barefeet until the engine gets really
hot… so hot!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

20:42

18,00

378 Miss Amy and Miss Melanie having
fun in the mud

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Melanie

What happens when two sexy girls
are driving an old car in the country
and they meet a muddy ground?
No distress and desperation in this
video but spinning tires, smoke and
laughters!
CARSTUCK

19:21

17,50

377 The country muddy veterinary
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is a country vet and she has
been urgently called to attend the
birth of a mare, she’s driving in
the fields but after days of rain the
ground is very soft and Iris, with her
Fiat Uno, gets stuck!
CARSTUCK

21:42

16,00

376 Fiat 500 spring shopping - part 2
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Barbie

Amy wants to drive the old Fiat
500 but she’s not very familiar with
cars with manual transmission and
double-clutch doppiettas but she
wants to try anyway, and Barbie
has to teach her how to do it!
DRIVE

28:22

19,00

375 Fiat 500 spring shopping - part 1
starring: Miss Amy & Miss Barbie

Barbie is now the happy owner of
an old Fiat 500! Miss Barbie invites
Miss Amy for the first ride but she
struggles to get it started, and
she has to struggle also to do the
double-clutch “doppiettas”!
19:05

CRANKING / DRIVE

16,00

374 2018 Harley Davidson nightmare part 1

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris puts gloves and helmet on
and gets straight onto the Harley
Davidson in order to arrive quickly
at the office. Unfortunately for Iris,
the Harley has other plans with
her today!
14:00

CRANKING

12,00

373 Bride and bridesmaid in distress
with the Fiat Uno

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

CRANKING / DRIVE

Wedding day for Melanie! But
things don’t go as planned, the
driver of the wedding car has
disappeared and the only way
to get to church is to ask Iris to
pick her up with the old and dirty
Fiat Uno!
34:29
22,00

372 Miss Amy and Miss Ale - the mud
disaster

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ale

Amy and Ale have been invited
to an exclusive party in the
countryside and, as always, they
are late and they got stuck! The
girls take turns struggling but they
get stuck so bad they can’t get out!
36:12

CARSTUCK

25,00

371 Vespa birthday girl
starring: Miss Amy

Today it’s Amy’s birthday and her
boyfriend gifted her a magnificent
Vespa! Amy is very happy but she
has so many troubles in pumping
the small start pedal with her highheeled shoes!
CRANKING / REVVING

19:17

15,00

370 The mud stuck nightmare
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is driving to a real estate
meeting where she is going to look
some property but she notices that
the road leading to the property is
very rough and muddy and… she
becomes helplessly stuck!!
20:41

CARSTUCK

17,00

369 Damsel in mud distress
starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is driving in a countryside
road. The road is very muddy and
the Fiat Uno has some difficulties
to move and stuck! She tries to
unstuck the car pumping the pedals
a lot and pushing in the mud!
32:01

CARSTUCK

22,00

368 Miss Iris has fun driving an

automatic transmission car reverse also

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is driving for the first time a
car with automatic transmission,
a diesel VW Golf. She was hoping
to drive a better car but she finds
the ways to like a madman as she
always does, in reverse also!
16:01

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

14,00

367 Wrong road? Drive reverse!
starring: Miss Tiffany

Tiffany is visiting friends in the
countryside, but she has no idea
if she took the right or the wrong
road. She realizes that she’s not in
the good direction and she has to
drive backwards all the way back!
14:14

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

12,00

366 Tricky muddly stuck
starring: Miss Tiffany

CARSTUCK

Tiffany is having a trip in the
countryside to check the mud
situation for a stuck video. Tiffany
drives the Fiat Uno on an unpaved
road when it gets bogged! The
wheels slip and smoke, and it’s
a stuck!
17:38
15,00

365 Miss Tiffany jumping on the Fiat Regata
starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany wants to have some
fun with the old Fiat Regata, this
car is just perfect for a good
jumping on it! She goes over the
hood, and start jumping on it, then
she sneakes to the roof!
JUMP ON CARS

10:45

8,50

364 Fiat Uno cranking and shaking
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has a busy day and the
first meeting she has to attend is
with her old Fiat Uno! Miss Iris is
using all her secret weapons to fire
up the engine: pumping in heels.
pantyhose and even in socks!
CRANKING / STALLING

20:06

17,00

363 Miss Amy killing the battery of the
Fiat Regata

starring: Miss Amy

You are in a relationship and Miss
Amy: she’s quite annoyed by the
fact that you always dedicate a lot
of time to your car which is a real
piece of junk… and she wants to
give you the proof!
CRANKING

13:28

12,00

362 Drive reverse on a bumpy road
starring: Miss Ale

After her crazy drive in heels and
barefoot, Miss Ale has to go back
home but she lost her way! She
took the wrong road! She has now
to drive backwards all the way
back! What a fun!!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

7:41

7,00

361 Miss Ale flooring the gas pedal of
the Fiat Uno

starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is ready to have some
fun with the Fiat Uno! Watch her
flooring the gas pedal in her shinky
black heels and then barefeet! A
sexy blonde girl, a poor car and...
gas to the max!
DRIVE

16:00

14,00

360 She loves to rev!
starring: Miss Tiffany

Get ready for a long and hard
revving video starring Miss Tiffany
and her sexy heels !! She feels so
happy to dominate the power of
the engine! The temperature gauge
is dangerously rising!
12:13

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

12,00

359 I want to be a truck driver!
starring: Miss Kim

Kim is very excited as this is the
very first time she jumps on board
of a truck! First a good revving
is necessary to warm up this big
engine and then Miss Kim is ready
to enjoy the drive experience!
19:38

REVVING / DRIVE

16,00

358 Damned Fiat Uno!
starring: Miss Amy

Bad day for Miss Amy today!
Her car’s boss is a piece of junk,
it shakes a lot and the engine
suddendly stops and starts to
smoke! Did she punctured the
radiator? What is the trouble now?
26:35

CRANKING / DRIVE

17,00

357 I desperately need gas
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba Fiat 126 is running
on empty. It’s getting late and
there’s no petrol stations around
so she has no choice but to drive
home without refuelling her car
which begins to sputter and stops!
19:32

DRIVE / CRANKING

16,00

356 Fiat Uno drive test
starring: Miss Iris

Pedal Vamp has a new car, a
vintage Fiat Uno, and Miss Iris has
been charged to make a drive test
with it! What follow are burnouts,
some donuts driving at high speed
and some reverse too!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

22:58

17,00

355 Fiat 126 drive nightmare
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy has to bring home her
boss (Vicky) and drive her car, a
rusty Fiat 126! Miss Amy protests as
she is not a skilled driver but she’s
forced to take the driver seat and
the nightmare drive begins!
29:56

DRIVE

20,00

354 Fiat Uno start and revving test
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today has to test a white
Fiat Uno: after a lot of pumping,
hard and soft, she manages to start
the car and have a very good and
hard revving to check the engine
and see how powerful it is!
9:59

REVVING

10,00

353 Cold cranking morning
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris struggles with her car
which doesn’t give any sign of life.
She tries using the choke several
times but the engine still doesn’t
start! Maybe it’s because there’s no
fuel in the tank?
CRANKING

13:13

12,00

352 Late Christmas gift express delivery
starring: Miss Iris

Last parcel to deliver for Santa Iris!
She tries to start the engine of the
old 500 but this rusty car makes
tricks! When it starts, she crushes
the gas pedal as the gift is very
urgent and it’s already late!
CRANKING / DRIVE

31:26

20,00

351 Peugeot 206 mules cranking
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris puts on another dazzling
display of shoeplay and cranking!
Get ready for several minutes of
cranking, Miss Iris tries in every way
to start the car playing with her
mules and her sexy feet!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

15:40

14,00

350 Ford Fiesta sweet punishment
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris wants to have fun with an
old Ford Fiesta! She rips out and cut
wires and hoses and anything else
she is able to rip out, and she pours
some honey in the carburator and
in the fuel tank!
17:32

CAR PUNISHMENT

15,00

349 Miss Amy & Miss Tiffany - truck
drivers newly hired

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Tiffany

Miss Amy and Miss Tiffany got their
license to drive trucks and today it’s
their first working day! They have to
deal with an old and very smokey
truck, and many deliveries are
awaiting for them!
18:42

REVVING / DRIVE

16,00

348 Fiat 126 hot barefeet drive
starring: Miss Tiffany

Tiffany is excited to go on a road
trip with her old Fiat 126! She
realizes soon that her shoes are
not good for driving with those
small pedals, so… it’s better to go
barefeet!
16:55

DRIVE

14,00

347 Fiat 126 struggling
starring: Miss Tiffany

Tiffany can’t wait to drive her
old Fiat 126 but she has to fight
hard with it! She gets worried and
angry at the car but it won’t start!
She checks under the hood but
everything seems normal!
CRANKING

9:38

9,00

346 She loves to crank
starring: Miss Tiffany

Tiffany has found a cute VW Golf
which has to be destroyed: she
opens the hood and removes some
wires to make the car not start at
all, she turns the key and she starts
cranking hard that engine!
CRANKING

13:51

13,00

345 No mercy for the VW Golf
starring: Miss Black Mamba & Miss Tiffany

Black Mamba and Tiffany are going
to show you how to push the gas
pedal and kill the engine of a VW
Golf! They rev at the max and both
play with their heels and the smoke
coming from the exhaust!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

7:11

7,00

344 Fiat 500 nightmare - driving damsel
in distress

starring: Miss Amy

Finally Miss Amy is on the way and
she drives to the meeting! She finds
hard to drive such an old car with
such small pedals... it’s raining, the
wipers don’t work and the car is
stalling too!
DRIVE / STALLING

16:17

16,00

343 Fiat 500 nightmare - cold engine to
start!

starring: Miss Amy

It’s a cold and rainy day and Miss
Amy has to drive the old Fiat 500
of her grandpa. She doesn’t know
how to handle old cars with such
strange starter, and she does her
best to be gentle to the car!
CRANKING / REVVING

13:54

13,00

342 Pantyhose tease and drive
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris takes you for a drive
and let you admire her beautiful
hosed feet! Once you are arrived
at destination, before leaving the
car, she takes some time to let you
admire her sexy soles for a while!
DRIVE

11:08

10,00

341 Miss Iris & Miss Vicky - drivers in
distress with an old bus

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Vicky

Miss Iris and Miss Vicky are two
drivers and today they have to work
with an old bus that hasn’t been
circulating for months! The brake
pedal makes strange tricks and
makes a weird noise…
DRIVE

19:41

16,00

340 The boss Fiat Coupe’ is my slave
starring: Miss Iris

Today Miss Iris boss is out of the
office and our lovely girl steals the
keys of his Fiat Coupé! She shows
the sporty Fiat who is the Boss!
Revving, crazy drive, burnouts,
doughnuts and drive reverse!
REVVING / DRIVE

25:57

20,00

339 Punishment of the boss car: the
destruction

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

Miss Iris, Miss Amy and Miss Kim
are ready to give the last goodbye
to the Punto’s boss, and they want
to kill this car with kicks, mazes, a
pickaxe and a knife and leave it in
miserable conditions!
CAR DESTRUCTION

25:13

20,00

338 Punishment of the boss car: the
explosion

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

What about flooring the gas to
the metal and give an extreme
revving to the Fiat Punto boss car?
6 sexy feets are ready to push the
accelerator with no mercy with the
firm intention to kill the engine!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

11:29

12,00

337 Punishment of the boss car: the
burnouts

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

The Misses have won the bet with
their boss and now they decide
to have some fun by doing some
burnouts! Flooring the gas pedal
and release the clutch quickly is the
secret for a perfect burnout!
9:54

DRIVE

10,00

336 Punishment of the boss car: the
cranking

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

The Misses sabotage the car of the
boss and then invite him to start it...
what happens is a long cranking
sessions while the Misses make fun
of the boss! Yes, they won the bet!
CRANKING

17:51

16,00

335 Make up, a cigarette... and some good
revving!

starring: Miss Kim

Miss Kim is ready to start her
working day. Her old car is not
moving for days and it needs a
good revving to warm up! Miss
Kim, while pumping the gas, begins
her make up starts revving harder!
12:03

REVVING / SMOKING

11,00

334 Piaggio Ciao hard revving
starring: Miss Kim

The time has come for Miss Kim to
have some fun with an old italian
moped! Beside its age, the engine
is still powerful and Miss Kim
enjoys his noise and his vibrating
accelerator in a public park!
7:22

REVVING

7,00

333 Miss Iris driver of an old Fiat bus
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has found a new job! She
realized that being a tour guide
was not so interesting and exciting
then driving bus, she made some
practice and now she’s the official
driver of an old Fiat Bus!
21:36

DRIVE

17,00

332 I am a tour guide, not a bus driver!
- Featuring Miss Iris

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to start her
working day as a tour guide but...
the bus driver is sick today, the
tourists are about to arrive... and
the travel agency asks her to get on
the road and take the driver place!
16:34

DRIVE

16,00

331 Miss Iris pumping very old bus
pedals

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has found a very old and
rusty bus waiting to be repaired.
Even if the engine is still not
working, Miss Iris definetely wants
to jump on board of it and pumps
its big wooden pedals!
PEDAL PUMPING

5:17

5,00

330 Miss Kim - driving and reversing
starring: Miss Kim

Miss Kim takes the motorway,
driving while smoking! When she is
almost arrived at her destination,
she realizes that she took the wrong
direction and she has to make a
long drive reverse!
25:17

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

18,00

329 Miss Amy & Miss Kim - barefeet
trip with the Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Kim

Miss Amy and Miss Kim are ready
to go shopping! The weather is still
warm and lovely, they both wear
sandals but they decide to take
their shoes off and have a lovely
drive barefeet!
23:52

DRIVE

15,00

328 Miss Iris and the Piaggio Ciao - gas
to the max

starring: Miss Iris

Today Miss Iris wants to have some
fun with an old Piaggio Ciao! This
moped hasn’t been moving for
quite a long time and the engine
definetely needs a sexy and hard
revving to work properly!
8:39

REVVING

8,00

327 Car troubles? Call Miss Iris - 24/7
roadside assistance

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Vicky’s car is not working but
she can count on Miss Iris with
her roadside assistance truck! Iris
warms the engine with a hard
revving then she takes the road and
drives quickly to reack Vicky!
REVVING / DRIVE

31:12

22,00

326 Miss Amy & Miss Kim - Piaggio
Ciao - the hardest rollerstart

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Kim

An old 1971 Piaggio Ciao and two
beautiful girls who want to have a
nice ride with it! The moped wants
to launch a challenge against Miss
Amy and Miss Kim! Will they be
able to start the engine?
CRANKING / ROLLERSTART

9:31

9,00

325 Miss Iris blows the engine of the Lancia
Delta

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is very happy to have this
Lancia under her total control, she
floors that gas pedal to make the
engine scream at her! She’s ready
for the final and sexy rev that the
engine will never forget!
13:23

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

13,00

324 Miss evil Iris flooring the gas pedal
of the Lancia Delta

starring: Miss Iris

Another Lancia for our lovely Miss
Iris! She goes around the street
either backwards or forward, to see
if the gears and the engine works at
the best, and she also enjoys some
burn outs!
15:39

DRIVE

15,00

Hr3 Horse Riding Vamp
starring: Miss Iris

Please welcome the first Miss Iris
video riding an horse! Now you can
enjoy her beauty and personnality
while she’s trying to become a
good rider to master horses instead
of cars!
23:28

RIDING HORSES

10,00

Hr2 Horse Riding Vamp
starring: Miss Melanie

Now it’s Miss Melanie turn to have
her first riding on a horse! She
enjoyed so much the powerful
sensation to dominate this beautiful
animal, that is so exciting!
23:24

RIDING HORSES

10,00

Hr1 Horse Riding Vamp
starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany, for her first ride,
decided to go for an amazing
black stallion named Vulcano. This
tiny lovely girl has been able to
deal with this fantastic horse with
sweetness and determination!
RIDING HORSES

23:19

10,00

323 Miss Tiffany driving barefeet
starring: Miss Tiffany

Today Miss Tiffany has to go to
work, she’s late and to save time
she decides to drive barefeet (she
loves to drive without shoes)!
Enjoy 15 minutes of a pleasant trip
barefeet with our lovely Miss!
15:05

DRIVE

12,00

322 Miss Vicky & Miss Iris - the

cranking concert with the Panda

starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Here is one of the first videos we
have been shooting with the old
Fiat Panda, Miss Vicky and Miss Iris
had to fight against this stubborn
car and they made a true cranking
concert! Enjoy!
CRANKING

16:42

14,00

321 Miss Iris flooding the Renault 5
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris wants to do some
shopping but the Renault doesn’t
want to start! She pumps in every
possible way to make this engine
work for her then she takes a break
and she makes some shoeplay.
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

14:50

12,00

320 Miss Iris at the car shop - the Fiat
Stilo disaster

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has to deal with the most
stubborn pedals she has ever met!
Her starting attempts drain the
battery and the guys at the car
shop do their best to help her but
this Fiat Stilo is a real junk!
CRANKING

18:15

16,00

319 Miss Iris at the car shop - the Panda
catastrophy

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has to test an old Fiat
Panda but this car has some
troubles in getting started! But
when the engine fires up she can
finally test the car by punishing it
with an extreme hard revving!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

18:44

17,00

318 Miss Tiffany cranking and punishing the
BMW

starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany is ready to go to her
gym lesson but her BMW won’t
start! She pumps hard the gas
pedal, finally the engine fires up
but it’s running low and the car dies
again! What the hell is going on?
CRANKING

17:28

15,00

317 Miss Iris crossed legs sexy revving
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today wants to tease you
with a very sexy revving! Enjoy
her gorgeous legs, also crossed,
pumping madly on the gas pedal
and her beautiful smile! What a
wonderful revving!
9:49

REVVING

9,00

316 Miss Iris and the old stubborn
Piaggio Ciao

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has found a Piaggio Ciao
and she wants to have a nice ride
with it but the scooter does not
have its stand! Miss Iris tries to start
it with a lot of rollerstart but the
engine is a very stubborn one!
CRANKING / ROLLERSTART

13:32

12,50

315 Bad bad girls steal daddy’s car to
go to the party

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
steals daddy’s car to go to a party!
The engine is not properly running
and needs a good revving! The
Misses enjoy so much pushing on
the gas pedal, maybe too much!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

22:16

19,00

314 Your adorable cranking neighbour introducing Miss Tiffany

starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany is your sexy neighbor
and you’re secretly in love with her!
Like every morning, Miss Tiffany
has to struggle a lot with her old
Renault 5 to fire up the engine! Will
she make it today?
CRANKING

13:01

12,50

313 Miss Black Mamba - the smoking teasing
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba invites you
to get on your car. It’s summer,
the windows are all closed and
she starts to smoke a cigarette.
The car fills with smoke and the
temperature rises, she’s so sexy!
19:33

SMOKING

12,00

312 Miss Iris - the gear fight
starring: Miss Iris

Today Miss Iris has to deal with a
bitchy car! When she finally puts a
gear in, the engine stalls so she has
to restart again! The car also make
a strange noise! No time to waste,
Miss Iris is in a hurry!
GRINDING GEARS

12:58

12,00

311 Miss Iris - cranking desperation
starring: Miss Iris

The working day is over, Iris and
Vicky are leaving the junkyard to
enjoy a delicious dinner but the old
Miss Iris car doesn’t want to start!
She keeps trying, trying and trying
but nothing is working!
CRANKING

10:49

10,00

310 Miss Kat the kar killer vs Fiat Bravo
starring: Miss Kat

She’s very sexy and she’s very bad!
Please welcome Miss Kat! You can’t
imagine what a betrayed woman
can do to her boyfriend car! Yes,
Miss Kat wants to blow the engine
of his Fiat Bravo!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

7:53

8,00

309 Miss Iris & Miss Ale few years ago:
how to drive a car

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

Iris and Ale don’t have their license
to drive yet, their father is not at
home and they decide to steal his
car to improve their drive skills! First
a good and hard revving and then
they leave for their trip!
REVVING / DRIVE

33:29

22,00

308 Miss Amy and Miss Kim - manual
transmission car drive lesson

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Kim

Drive lessons for Miss Amy today!
Miss Kim gives her some advices...
now the time has come to see how
Miss Amy is able to manage the
gear since she’s not used to manual
transmission cars!
DRIVE / REVVING

24:17

19,00

307 Holiday in Sardinia 4 - Miss Iris
burnouts and drive reverse

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is out for a trip but the small
dusty road she’s driving on doesn’t
seem to me the good one! That’s
not a problem! She can have some
fun by making burnouts and have a
drive reverse too!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

20:11

17,00

306 Introducing Miss Kim cranking and
smoking

starring: Miss Kim

Miss Kim has just finished to work
and she’s ready to go: she lights
up a cigarette, she tries to fire up
the engine but her old Renault 5
doesn’t want to start! She pumps
the pedal hard, barefeet also!
CRANKING / SMOKING

12:52

11,00

305 Holiday in Sardinia 3 - crazy girls
flooring the gas pedal

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Are you brave enough to jump on
board of the VW minicamper with
2 crazy girls revving and driving it?
Our sexy Miss Iris and Miss Melanie
are ready to take you for a drive
you will never forget!
REVVING / DRIVE

32:04

22,00

304 Introducing Miss Amy dealing with
the stubborn Renault 5

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy gets in the Renault 5,
she puts the key but the engine
doesn’t start! She pumps hard
on the gas pedal to express her
disappointment until the engine
fires up!
CRANKING / REVVING

11:28

10,00

303 Miss Iris & Miss Ale - two sexy girls
driving a bus

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

Miss Iris, the newly driver hired, has
to move a big bus. She can’t wait to
jump on board of it! She recalls that
one of Miss Ale’s dream was driving
a bus, so why not having a big fun
together?
REVVING / DRIVE

24:27

18,00

302 Miss Iris and Miss Ale - driving
reverse and doing burnouts

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

Ale jumps on board of the Renault
Five and Iris has something in
mind... she wants to show Miss Ale
how good she is in doing reverses!
Then is Miss Ale’s turn to drive
reverse!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

18:23

16,00

301 Miss Iris: truck driver hired!
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris applied for a job as a truck
driver few weeks ago and she’s
been hired! She has to fight with
the stubborn gear of the old Fiat
Truck, first in hig heels shoes and
then in pantyhose!
17:00

REVVING

15,00

300 Holiday in Sardinia 2 - hard revving
and drive lessons

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Are you ready to see two beautiful
girls playing with the gas pedal
and with the gear of the VW
minicamper? Miss Iris and Miss
Melanie are ready to show you a
very hard revving... enjoy!
REVVING / DRIVE

19:13

15,00

299 Holiday in Sardinia 1 - Miss Iris

jumps on board of the VW minicamper

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris just landed in Sardinia,
she picks up the Volkswagen
minicamper she rented for a few
days and then, she drives it for the
first time! What a fun to push these
large pedals!
DRIVE

10:34

8,00

298 Miss Black Mamba crushing the Nikon
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Watch the sexy Miss Black Mamba
playing and crushing a Nikon
camera under her sexy pink high
heels shoes! Once the job is done
she smokes a cigarette… will you
resist to her beauty?
CRUSHING

23:43

15,00

297 Miss Ale struggling with a bitchy
Renault 5

starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is fighting with her
stubborn Renault 5, she pumps
the gas pedal nervously, and after
a long struggle, the engine finally
starts up, but after just some
seconds it dies on her again!
CRANKING

13:38

13,00

296 Miss Iris and the Renault 5 GT

turbo - the beauty and the power

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris meets again the Renault
5 GT Turbo! After a sexy and hard
revving she starts driving in the
countryside by making some
burnouts first! This engine is so
powerful!
REVVING / DRIVE

21:52

18,00

295 Miss Iris - truck driver wanted
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready for her first
working day as a truck driver! She
can’t wait to jump on this monster
and have a lot of fun with those
big big pedals, in high heels and
pantyhose!
REVVING / DRIVE

18:09

17,00

294 Miss Iris, Miss Ale and Miss Black

Mamba - Mercedes punishment part 3

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Ale & Miss Black Mamba

Our Misses want to give the last
goodbye to the traitor Mercedes:
they start to destroy all the car with
the maze and they love hearing the
cracking sound it does every time
you break a piece!
CAR DESTRUCTION

13:05

12,00

293 Miss Iris, Miss Ale and Miss Black Mamba
- Mercedes punishment part 2

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Ale & Miss Black Mamba

The Misses want to give an extreme
revving to the Mercedes pushing
the gas pedal with no mercy with
the firm intention to kill the engine,
but the car is a strong Mercedes!
Will they make it?
21:55

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

20,00

292 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba -

traitor Mercedes punishment part 1

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris is very hungry at her boyfriend
and wants to punish his Mercedes!
What’s best then mistreating his
lovely car? She starts having fun
with Miss Black Mamba driving
crazy this damned car!
15:45

REVVING / DRIVE

15,00

291 Miss Iris driving the Ape Piaggio
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today has the chance to
drive an Ape Piaggio thanks to
a dear friend whose dream was
seeing a beautiful and sexy lady
driving such an Italian classic! She
had a lot of fun!
20:21

DRIVE

17,00

290 Miss Iris in shorts and high heels
meets again her boyfriend BMW

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris jumps over the hood of
your poor bmw hood with her
heels and while you stay in the
driver seat and watch her going
over the car, you try to start the car
to get her off the roof...
16:59

CRANKING

14,00

289 Miss Iris and the Harley Davidson
nightmare - part 2

starring: Miss Iris

Later in the day, Miss Iris finally
succeeded to drive with her Harley
to her friends house but, again, the
engine is making strange tricks! She
starts begging it to start, she’s so
embarassed!
CRANKING

15:14

14,00

288 Miss Iris and the Harley Davidson
nightmare - part 1

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris sits on the Harley, she
starts the engine, revs it a little and
swaps her shoes for the new ones
but the engine suddenly dies, and
after a rather long cranking the
Harley just won’t start!
23:51

CRANKING / REVVING

20,00

287 Miss Iris first experience with a big
old truck

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has to deal with an old
1974 Fiat 697 truck! She pushes
hard the accelerator and the brake
too, it’s a wonderful sensation to
dominate this monster! But the
gear seems to have problems!
11:58

REVVING

10,00

286 Miss Iris driving reverse the
Renault 5 GT turbo

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is driving the Renault 5 Gt
Turbo in the country following the
instructions given by her navigator
but she gets lost, and while trying
to find the good road she enjoys
some long reverses!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

9:37

9,00

285 Toes seduction
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is sitting down in the
Renault dangling her feet outside
the window, she removes her high
heels to relax her feet so that you
can admire while she plays by
pushing them on the windscreen!
PLAYING WITH TOES

9:24

8,00

284 Damsel in distress with her R5 and
her boss

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is walking with her boss to
her Renault 5. She tries to start the
car pumping the gas pedal softly
and then hardly, but it won’t start!
She is so embarrassed, nervous and
angry at the Renault!
CRANKING

15:04

14,00

283 Miss Ale & Miss Melanie revving with you
at their feet

starring: Miss Ale & Miss Melanie

Ale and Melanie stole Miss Vicky’s
car. This is the first rev for Ale, so
she asks to Melanie to guide her
into the art of revving! They both sit
on the driver seat and start pushing
hard the gas for you!
13:36

REVVING

13,00

282 Miss Iris crushing the radio
controlled car

starring: Miss Iris

For all the crushing addicted… this
video is especially for you! Watch
the amazing Miss Iris crushing a
radio controlled car with no mercy
under her sexy high heels sandals!!
CRUSHING

13:25

9,00

281 Miss Black Mamba crushing the
cars race track

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Another crushing video for you!
Today Miss Black Mamba is ready
to crush and destroy a cars race
track under her magnifient high
pink heels! She also enjoys smoking
a couple of cigarettes.
CRUSHING

14:52

10,00

280 The pantyhose feet chauffeur
starring: Miss Iris

Iris drives around Turin as your
personal chauffeur, you have a look
every few minutes on her feet, so
you can see how amazing those
pantyhose are while she dances
with her feet over the pedals!
9:21

DRIVE

9,00

279 Miss Edmea & the BMW: the
destruction

starring: Miss Edmea

Miss Edmea wants to destruct the
BMW She starts with the window
wipers, then she tries to detach a
whole door by pushing it, but it’s
only with the pickle that her stress
goes away!
CAR DESTRUCTION

17:19

17,00

278 Miss Edmea jumping and stomping on
the BMW

starring: Miss Edmea

Miss Edmea, after being stranded
with her BMW on the side of the
road thanks to that shit engine,
wants to take a revenge. She jumps
on the hood of the car and starts
furiously stomping on it!
8:10

JUMPING ON CARS

8,00

277 Miss Edmea furiously cranking her
dad’s BMW

starring: Miss Edmea

Miss Edmea is going to a party with
her dad’s BMW: she gets in the
car, turns the key and waits for the
engine to come alive... But the car
won’t start! She starts wondering
what the hell is going on!
13:09

CRANKING

12,00

276 Having fun driving hard the Renault
5 (on curbs also)

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

Miss Iris and Miss Ale are going
on a trip with the Renault 5! Iris
makes first some doughnuts, then
they find some curbs and they
immediately want to go over them
and make some noise!
25:02

DRIVE / HITTING CURBS

20,00

275 Miss Iris, Miss Ale and Miss Vicky
shooting on sunday morning

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

Iris, Ale and Vicky are driving
around to find a location for a
shooting but they are stopped by
the police. No one in the car was
wearing seat belts and Ale forgot
her driving license at home!
27:07

DRIVE

15,00

274 Miss BlackJess revving in poledance
shoes and barefeet

starring: Miss BlackJess

Miss BlackJess shows you her feet
in her amazing pole dance shoes
then she delights you with a sexy
revving in her Ford Fiesta barefeet
too! This is her special present to
you, you will surely enjoy it!
REVVING

11:01

10,00

273 Miss Iris blowing the BMW
starring: Miss Iris

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

Miss Iris is ready to play with a
black BMW and she wants to feel
how much power this engine
can give her. She revs it madly,
and even when the engine starts
smoking badly she doesn’t stop
at all!
21:41
20,00

272 Introducing Miss Edmea hard
revving the Renault 5

starring: Miss Edmea

Please welcome Miss Edmea! She is
a pro revver, and she can turn your
head crazy as she can rev fast that
engine! In her first video, she has
to show her capabilities by revving
hard the old Renault 5.
11:24

REVVING

11,00

271 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
alcoholic party all night long

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba, are heading
home after a long alcoholic party!
They are so drunk that they find
hard to drive their car! Get ready
for a long drive home made by two
drunk girls having a lot of fun!
CRANKING / DRIVE

28:51

22,00

270 Miss Iris and the VW T2 van revving and driving barefoot

starring: Miss Iris

REVVING / DRIVE

Miss Iris is the driver of the
old minivan! After a few failed
attempts, she manages to start
it, she warms up the engine with
a good revving than she’s ready
for her drive and for a difficult
parking too!
20:54
18,00

269 Miss Iris & Miss Ale: bad bad stuck
in the mud!

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

“It’s a really beautiful day for a
picnic!” Miss Iris says to Miss Ale!
But after a while, there is a gigantic
muddy road, the wheels spin and
the car is getting stuck deeper!
What a disaster!
CARSTUCK

39:30

25,00

268 Miss Iris wants to flood your car
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is in your car in your driver
seat, and she is pumping hard and
quick on the gas pedal! What’s
going on? “You see my love? Your
car is flooded!” She really wants to
flood your car and kill it!
CRANKING

4:51

5,00

267 Miss Iside sexy feet revving the Fiat
Panda

starring: Miss Iside

Miss Iside is ready to rev Miss
Vicky’s beloved Fiat Panda, and she
can’t wait to do it! She really loves
this engine and she doesn’t want to
stop revving it, with her high heels
sandals and barefeet too!
9:55

REVVING

10,00

266 Miss Iris and her boyfriend’s BMW
starring: Miss Iris

REVVING / SHOEPLAY

“You are always standing there
watching my legs and my feet,
stop or I will give you a severe
punishment”. And what can be
worse than jumping over your
beloved bmw hood and crank it
out of hell?
17:05
15,00

265 Miss Ale enjoys a barefeet drive on
the VW Beetle

starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale is ready to hit the road
with the Beetle! She knows that, to
have a drive without “issues”, she
needs to rev the car hard to heat
up the engine, then she’s ready for
her nice trip!
REVVING / DRIVE

11:15

11,00

264 Miss Iris & Miss Lelyte stuck in the
mud

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Lelyte

Miss Iris and Miss Lelyte are going
to the countryside to collect water
samples for a research. Once they
have finished they are ready go but
they get stuck in the mud and they
make a gigantic mess!
CARSTUCK

35:39

25,00

263 Miss Iris revving and driving the BMW
series 3

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is having fun with a
BMW series 3: first a good revving
pumping hard on the gas pedal,
then she hits the motorway to
test this engine. She really enjoys
driving this amazing car!
12:16

REVVING / DRIVE

12,00

262 Introducing Miss Ale revving
Vicky’s Panda

starring: Miss Ale

Please welcome Miss Ale! She
starts revving Vicky’s car very
lightly, but after a while she wants
to push harder and she starts
pressing hard on that pedal and rev
the engine to the limiter!
8:32

REVVING

8,00

261 Miss Iris cranking in leather boots
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is fighting to start her Renault
5. She tries if using the choke helps
but the engine is not working! After
lots of failed starting attempts, the
car almost starts up but it stalls
right after!
9:44

CRANKING

9,50

260 Miss Lelyte fighting against the
stubborn Renault 5

starring: Miss Lelyte

It’s Miss Lelyte’s turn to go mad at
the Renault 5! She cranks a lot tries
to move the choke up and down,
and the car actually starts up, but
as soon as she stops turning the
key, the car stalls!
10:39

CRANKING / STALLING

10,00

259 Miss BlackJess driving to the exotic
pole dance contest

starring: Miss BlackJess

Miss BlackJess is a pole dancer and
today she has a big competition:
she is very late and she has to hurry
up, so she starts driving her car
very sporty in order not arrive late
for her show!
DRIVE

11:04

11,00

258 Miss Iris scaring trip with the VW Beetle
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is heading to the mechanic
with her Beetle. It’s a cold day,
she has problems starting up the
engine and the trip is so scary, as
the Beetle stalls as soon as she
removes the foot on the gas pedal!
25:50

DRIVE

22,00

257 Miss Melanie (and Miss Vicky) - the
unlucky VW Beetle video

starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie wants to test the Beetle!
After a quick rev, she starts driving
and she doesn’t change the gear,
she wants to torture this engine
until the car suddendly stalls and
doesn’t restart at all, for real!
11:45

DRIVE

11,00

256 Miss Melanie - trip with the old VW
Beetle

starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie is driving around
Turin withe Beetle, she uses a lot
her clutch and her gas! Then she
fill the tank of the car with fresh
fuel, she opens the driver door and
starts dangling her sexy feet!
DRIVE / STALLING

23:19

18,00

255 Miss Barbie makes the R5 scream
for mercy

starring: Miss Barbie

Our sexy Miss Barbie is ready to
play with you and the R5: she does
either slow and hard pushes on the
gas pedal or fast and quick revs
asd she wants to tease you with the
loudest revving ever!
11:13

REVVING

11,00

254 Introducing Miss Lelyte
starring: Miss Lelyte

Miss Lelyte has serious start
problems with her Renault 5! After
millions of attempts she finally gets
it started, and she revs it very hard,
to show to the Renault who is the
boss! But the car stalls!
CRANKING / REVVING

10:09

10,00

253 Miss Iris wants to buy a vintage car: first
option? An old Fiat 500

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Barbie wants to buy an old
Fiat 500 Red, and she came to have
a look at it. After a lot of failed
attempts, she manages to start it
up, she warms it up and then she
hits the road to test it!
CRANKING / DRIVE

21:43

18,00

252 Miss Iris crushing toy cars under
her sexy heels

starring: Miss Iris

Watch the amazing Miss Iris
crushing two toy cars with no mercy
and admire her sexy sexy feet and
her magnificent high heels sandals
while she destroy both of them!
CRUSHING

9:29

9,00

251 Iris plays piano - sonata 4 in high
heels and black stockings

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is learning how to play
piano, she wants to buy one and
today she’s testing a Yamaha
in high heels shoes and black
stockings.
PUMPING ON PIANO

6:22

6,00

250 Miss Iris crazy drive in red hot
heels

starring: Miss Iris

Iris delights you with an amazing
video! A nice and hard revving,
then a fast drive across the city to
reach the countryside, burnouts
and donuts pumping hard on the
gas pedal with her red high heels.
REVVING / DRIVE

13:26

13,50

249 Miss Barbie and the VW Beetle gas to the max

starring: Miss Barbie

Miss Barbie is back from shopping
and she’s ready to drive home with
her Beetle! Every time she stops at
a traffic signal she starts revving
harder and harder the engine, she
loves this sound!
REVVING / DRIVE

39:26

22,00

248 Miss Barbie and Miss Melanie - crazy
girls revving

starring: Miss Barbie & Miss Melanie

Miss Barbie and Miss Melanie want
to rev hard and make a big smoke
with the Renault 5! They rev first
in shoes then bare feet because
they can feel better the revs and
vibrations of the engine!
10:20

REVVING

10,00

247 Miss Black Mamba reversing
reversing

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is driving
around the countryside but after
driving for miles she understands
that this road brings nowhere, so
the only thing she can do is do all
the road in reverse!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

15:17

15,00

246 Miss Black Mamba plays with the
Vespa

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba has big troubles
with her Vespa, she kickstarts a lot
and the engine sputters sometimes,
giving her the idea that it will start
soon, and when it finally does, she
revs it very hard!
2 WHEELS / CRANKING/REVVING

9:15

9,00

245 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
muddy feet

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
are going to work, they are late
and they decide take a shortcut to
arrive on time! Suddenly the mud is
getting worse and worse… and the
car gets stuck!
CARSTUCK

18:30

18,00

244 Miss Barbie Renault 5 startup
problems

starring: Miss Barbie

Miss Iris is loosing patience with her
car, this piece of crap doesn’t want
to start when she needs it! Why?
She pumps that gas pedal hoping
for a miracle, but the car does not
even sputters!
CRANKING

10:49

10,00

243 Miss Iris mud stuck nightmare
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is stuck in the mud! She
pushes hard on the gas pedal,
presses and releases the clutch at
the right times, but she just gets
more stuck so she so goes out and
decides to push the car!
CARSTUCK

19:39

17,00

242 Miss Black Mamba meets the
Harley Davidson

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba meets a lonely
Harley Davidson! She gets on it and
tries to find how to start it! After
a lot of attempts she manages to
start it, and a hard and sexy revving
begins!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

11:15

11,00

241 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
secretaries in distress

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Get ready for a video with out
lovely Miss Iris and Miss Black
Mamba! There’s a bit of everything
in it: shoeplay, dangling, cranking
and stalling, you will surely love it!
Extra long video at special price!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

35:59

20,00

240 Miss Iris flooring the VW Beetle gas
pedal

starring: Miss Iris

It’s a cold winter morning in Turin,
Miss Iris warms the engine of the
Beetle with a very good and hard
revving and and she starts driving
around! Amazing views for you to
enjoy Miss Iris feet!
REVVING / DRIVE

10:12

22,00

239 Miss Vicky and Miss Black Mamba
torture the Lancia Y10

starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Vicky and Miss Black Mamba
have some fun with the old Y10!
They start revving really hard the
car in every possible way, with the
gas wire too! And they enjoy also
some burnouts!
DRIVE / REVVING

23:37

19,00

238 Miss Black Mamba bad bad day
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Big troubles for Black Mamba
today! She got a broken ankle, she’s
back from the hospital, she gets in
the car, pushes the gas pedal, turns
the key and… Not again! The car
doesn’t want to start up!
CRANKING

11:46

11,00

237 Miss evil Iris and the poor
boyfriend’s Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris makes you a joke! She
removes the spark plug from the
engine of your car while you are
sleeping then she offers to take
you for ride with it … and a lot of
cranking and tease begin!
CRANKING

11:08

10,00

236 Miss Black Mamba kills the Fiat
Panda

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to kill
the Fiat Panda! Then she gets in
the car, turns the key and starts
revving the car very hard until the
water started to heat up and boil…
Something is overheating!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

16:49

16,00

235 Miss Iris, the Fiat Panda and every
cold morning!

starring: Miss Iris

Cold morning today, and Miss
Iris Fiat Panda does not start
up! She continues doing the
troubleshooting pumping first
slowly, then harder and harder, but
still no sound from the engine!
CRANKING

7:03

7,00

234 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba vs 2
old stubborn cars

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Car troubles for Iris and Black
Mamba! The girls want to have a
night out but their Fiat Panda and
Renault 5 are very scrappy cars,
and they do not help at all our
lovely Misses in distress!
CRANKING

27:36

22,00

233 Miss Iris flat and furious new ballet shoes
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is trying her new ballet
flats: she puts them on and start
pushing very hard the gas pedal!
You will hear soon the power of
that little engine while she revs to
the floor and makes burnouts!
19:29

REVVING / DRIVE

17,00

232 Miss Iris - the Harley Davidson
cranking disaster

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is back from a shoes
shopping and she’s ready to go
home. She gets on her Harley, she
pushes the starter but it doesn’t
seem to work at all! What is the
problem now?
23:56

CRANKING

18,00

231 Miss Iris in distress with her
nephew and her R5

starring: Miss Iris

You’re Miss Iris nephew, you have
been at the Mc Donalds and now
it’s time for you to go home! Iris
car does not start and you have an
amazing view of her struggling with
the bitchy Renault!
CRANKING

19:32

16,00

230 Miss Barbie Ducato van pedals
nightmare

starring: Miss Barbie

Miss Barbie has to drive an old
Fiat Ducato! Her heels are too
high to let her drive this van... She
tries anyway for a while until she
removes the shoes, get a nice rev
and start again driving!
23:25

DRIVE

20,00

229 Miss Iris playing with the Aprilia
EXT 350

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris, dressed very sexy with a
black shiny top, leather skirt and
high heels, cranks and revs for you
a powerful old Aprilia 350XT, which
engine vibrates so well and makes
such a great noise!
CRANKING / REVVING

15:13

15,00

228 Miss Iris bad mood... the Fiat Punto
blows

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is ready to give the Fiat Punto a
very hard punishment! She pushes
that gas pedal on the metal and
make the engine scream at her! She
wants to give the car a rev that will
never forget!
14:44

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

15,00

227 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba...
damned Fiat Punto!

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba have to go
urgently to the vet since Miss Vicky’s
puppy is not feeling good! But the
old Fiat Punto does not start despite
of the hard pumping and the kicks
of our Misses!
CRANKING

11:15

10,00

226 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba - hot
smokey heels

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba want to hear
some noise from the white Fiat
Punto engine! After some cranking
they enjoy an amazing very smokey
hard revving and a exhaust tail
pipe teasing!
CRANKING / REVVING

14:56

15,00

225 Miss Iris & Miss Amelie - drive
lesson #1

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Amelie

Iris is ready to give Amelie a special
driving lesson! But the car refuses
to start and starts giving no sign of
life as always! Amelie pumps the
gas hard, but with no luck, maybe
the car is mad at her!
CRANKING

22:19

17,00

224 Miss Barbie and Miss Black Mamba
- the race

starring: Miss Barbie & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Barbie and Miss Black Mamba
are ready for a challenge! Who is
the best at warming up really hard
the engines and then floor the
gas pedal? Watch the clip and you
will know!
REVVING / DRIVE

16:44

15,00

223 Miss Iris bad luck again!
starring: Miss Iris

Not Miss Iris lucky’s day today!
Long cranking, smoke coming out
from the exhaust and from the
hood… What’s going on? Did she
punctured the radiator? There is no
one around who can help her!
CRANKING / DRIVE

34:19

25,00

222 Miss Black Mamba - Cranking
Simphony

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to go to
the beach! She gets in her beloved
Renault 5, turns the key and as
usual the car doesn’t start up. What
is the issue this time? Are you ready
for a cranking concert?
CRANKING

11:44

11,00

221 Miss Iris stretching her toes
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is taking a break from
all those Pedal Vamp videos, she
has to stretch her toes because
they start hurting so... enjoy her
amazing feet while she’s teasing
you and she’s having some relax!
MISCELLANEOUS

9:19

8,00

220 Miss Iris curbs and burnouts
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today is playing with
curbs! The tires start spinning
and the engine is getting louder
and louder! After making a lot of
noise and smoke, she decides it’s
burnout time!
HITTING CURBS

17:48

16,00

219 Miss Jasmine warming up the
Renault 5

starring: Miss Jasmine

Miss Jasmine pushes the gas all the
way to the max, first slowly then
quickly, with it without heels, to feel
more the vibrations of the engine!
She is so happy to hear the little
engine singing!
REVVING

9:30

9,00

218 Miss Jasmine new start up problems with
her daddy’s R5

starring: Miss Jasmine

Miss Jasmine is ready to go out but
she has to drive her father Renault
5 again! She is pissed off from
this junk that start up every once
in a while and today it’s not an
exception sadly!
CRANKING / SMOKING

7:36

7,00

217 Miss Barbie and Miss Melanie
Renault 5 startup problems

starring: Miss Barbie & Miss Melanie

Barbie is showing Melanie the
newest car of the Pedal Vamp fleet!
They are ready to go for a nice trip
but the little engine doesn’t want
to start up at all! Maybe barefeet
can help?
CRANKING

12:35

12,00

216 Miss Melanie and Miss Black
Mamba: bye bye Fiat Panda!

starring: Miss Melanie & Miss Black Mamba

The last day of the Fiat Panda has
come and the Misses want to give
to the Panda a great farewell. But
it’s not what you are thinking of...
they are ready to destroy the car
with kicks and mazes!
CAR DESTRUCTION

30:53

20,00

215 Torture and blow the Fiat Punto
starring: Miss Melanie & Miss Black Mamba

Now we are going to show you
how to rev a car! The Misses have
a special treat for you and they are
ready to floor the gas pedal while
revving the car to the max! Will the
car survive?
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

25:31

22,00

214 Miss Vicky and the stubborn
motorella

starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is fighting with the Motorella!
She starts kicking it but nothing
seems to happen! She tries again
and again, kicking it with both feet,
and the engine just teases her!
Maybe she flooded it?
2 WHEELS / CRANKING

14:37

16,00

213 Miss Barbie drives reverse the Porsche
Boxter

starring: Miss Barbie

Barbie is ready to have some fun
driving barefeet the Porsche Boxter!
She press the clutch, put the gear in
and starts driving in reverse to see
how fast the car can go! She flies
really fast backwards!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

17:51

16,00

212 Miss Barbie having fun with her
father Porsche Boxter

starring: Miss Barbie

Please welcome the new Pedal
Vamp model, Miss Barbie! She’s
ready to give a good revving to her
father’s Porsche! She wants to hear
all this symphony coming from the
exhaust pipes!
8:56

REVVING

9,00

211 Miss Iris fast and furious drive
reverse

starring: Miss Iris

Today Iris wants to have the longest
and fastest reverse drive ever! She
puts the reverse gear and bring
you on a long and exciting trip! She
drives really fast in reverse, at the
maximum speed possible!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

10:50

11,00

210 Miss Iris and her dad Porsche: drive
and burnouts in the country

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris finally sets off direction
countryside, where she can push
the pedal to the metal and see
what that car is capable of… what
a better place to try her Fast and
Furious Iris side?
DRIVE / REVVING

14:44

14,50

209 Miss Iris and her dad Porsche:
warming up and revving

starring: Miss Iris

Iris father is out for a vacation so
she steals his car! She wants to
do an hard revving with it! The
vibrations make her feel really
good! The athmosphere is really
hot now... can you survive?
REVVING

9:19

9,00

208 Introducing Miss Amelie: Renault 5
startup problems and revving

starring: Miss Amelie

Please welcome Miss Amélie! Here
is her first cranking and revving
video! With or without wedges,
showing you what she is capable
of, she warms up the car really hard
after she struggled to start it!
CRANKING / REVVING

12:21

12,00

207 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba

having fun with the Peugeot scooter

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba are ready
have some fun with the Peugeot
scooter! Revving, laughters,
bouncing and driving.. nearly 40
minutes of teasing and dominating
the scooter at the same time!
DRIVING / REVVING

37:18

17,00

206 Miss Vicky and Miss Black Mamba
playing with mopeds

starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Black Mamba

Vicky and Black Mamba want to
go for a ride with their old mopeds.
First, they start them make a very
hard revving but suddendly the
engine Piaggio Ciao gives troubles
and turns off!
REVVING / CRANKING

14:58

14,00

205 Miss Iris and the battery disaster
starring: Miss Iris

Iris has to take her neighbors child
to school. Miss Iris tries to start
the car buti t won’t! She hugs the
steering wheel while cranking and
pumping the gas pleading the car
to start but nothing works!
CRANKING

9:03

8,00

204 Miss Vicky hard revving the basic
Garelli

starring: Miss Vicky

Today Vicky has to make a hard
revving test with the old Garelli
Basic! This moped hasn’t been
moving for years … who knows if
the engine is still working properly?
Get the video and you will know!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

11:08

10,00

203 Miss Iris revving and teasing the Fiat X19
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris sexy feet have been lucky
enough to find a very rare vintage
Fiat X19. The perfume of its leather
seats makes her crazy... it’s so
exciting! And the sound of the
powerful engine turns her on!
10:49

REVVING

10,00

202 Miss Black Mamba shoeplay and
cranking at lunch time

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba, after a relaxing
moment at the Mc Donald’s, has
now to fight to start her old red
Beetle. While waiting the car to do
some “magic”, she makes some
dangling and shoeplay.
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

25:39

20,00

201 Miss Black Mamba pedalstart and
revving the Garelli Noi

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba wants to play
with the old moped Garelli Noi.
At first she can’t make it work but
when it fires up she starts revving
it very hard! But the moped doesn’t
like it, and it stalls on her!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

12:11

12,00

200 Miss Iris and the vespa - pedalstart
and revving

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to go for a nice
trip with her Vespa! But the scooter
doesn’t seem to coperate! She tries
again and again and finally she
finally makes it! Now it’s the time
for a good revving!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

10:13

10,00

199 Miss Iris feet and ankles workout at
the piano

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is at her dance lesson
early, but she’s too early so she
decides to get an ankle workout
from the piano pedals! She pedals
the piano in her ballet slippers en
pointe with her toes.
PEDAL PUMPING PIANO /

16:22

13,00

198 Revving, driving and bouncing on the
Peugeot scooter

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba wants to go
out with her scooter. She starts
kicking it to start the engine, then
she gives the scooter a really good
rev and she can finally enjoy a nice
ride with it!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

18:24

15,00

197 Miss Black Mamba wildy revs the
smokey Renault 5

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Oh, so this is the new Pedal Vamp
car? I need to try it!” Miss Black
Mamba revs very hard the engine
while keeping the key turned in
case it stalls, and the poor car car
makes a lot of smoke!
8:50

REVVING

9,00

196 Miss Black Mamba smoking and
teasing with her pink high heels

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is smoking hot
today! She gets in the car and she
starts lighting a cigarette goes out
and starts slowly moving her foot
on her leg, in a very sensual and
sexy way!
7:07

SMOKING

7,00

195 Miss Jasmine cranking troubles
with her father’s Renault 5

starring: Miss Jasmine

Miss Jasmine is driving around the
countryside then suddenly the car
stalls in the middle of the road! She
tries multiple times to restart it,
but nothing happens! What is the
issue now?
CRANKING / SMOKING

12:10

12,00

194 Miss Jasmine plays with the gas of
the VW Beetle

starring: Miss Jasmine

Miss Jasmine has a really long
revving session with the Beetle,
with or without heels, and she even
goes on the back of the Beetle to
push the throttle cable next to the
engine, to feel more the revs!
REVVING

9:31

9,00

193 Miss Iris plays with the stolen Volvo
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is walking down the street
when she finds a Volvo with the
window open and the keys in the
car! She quickly gets in the car and
she has some hard revving, some
drive and burnouts too!
REVVING / DRIVE

12:46

11,00

192 Miss Iris and the old Fiat 500
driving troubles

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is a hostess and she has to take
her boss to the airport. She starts
the engine and drives off, but she
really cannot drive with her shoes!
She takes them off and drives in
stockings, then barefeet.
24:35

DRIVE

18,00

191 Miss Iris teasing the Ferrari with
her sexy feet

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today can try a new car:
this one is big, red and has a lot of
power! Yes, it’s a Ferrari! She enjoys
the vibrations of the engine coming
through all her body, while she
presses the gas pedal!
10:28

REVVING

10,00

190 Miss Iris cranking the Fiat 500
starring: Miss iris

Iris wants to wants to ride an old
Fiat 500! She pulls the starter lever,
waiting for a response from the
engine, but nothing happens! She
tries pulling and pushing the choke,
again and again…
CRANKING

9:31

9,00

189 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
destroy the Lancia Prisma

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba are
ready to destroy the Lancia Prisma!
They start hammering all the car,
starting from the headlights, and
moving to the back killing the
windscreens and all the sides!
CAR DESTRUCTION

23:45

18,00

188 Jumping an stomping on the hood and
roof of the Lancia Prisma

starring: Miss Iris

What about stomping and jumping
on this Lancia Prisma? Miss Iris
goes over the hood, and start
jumping on it, then she moves to
the roof, which seems a great place
to have some jumps over!
CAR DESTRUCTION /

9:56

9,00

187 Miss Iris and Vicky’s Panda

cranking, driving and stalling

starring: Miss Iris

“Hey it’s a beautiful day! I can
use Vicky’s car!” Iris says. But she
doesn’t know that this damned car
doesn’t want to start, and when it
does she can do just few meters
and the car stalls again on her!
CRANKING / DRIVE

27:55

18,00

186 The disastrous last trip with the old
Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba is heading for a quick
drive but she is stuck at the side
of the road with a car that doesn’t
want to start! She pumps the
pedals really hard, because she is
really pissed off by this engine!
CRANKING / DRIVE

30:20

20,00

185 Miss Iris flirts with you and with
the Aprilia 350 XT

starring: Miss Iris

A new motorbike arrived to the
garage! It’s a shiny Aprilia ETX 350!
All white and red, it seems such a
big bad boy... Who can dominate
it? Yes, Miss Iris! And the revving of
this beast can start!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

5:07

5,00

184 Miss Iris testing the new Pedal
Vamp car

starring: Miss Iris

Iris ready to test the new Pedal
Vamp car! After some attempts,
thanks to the choke, she finally
manages it to start! High and loud
revs, amazing driving back noise
and fast driving then follow!
REVVING / DRIVE

20:44

16,00

183 Miss Iris and the Beetle disaster
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has to go to an important
appointment: her car sometimes
starts, and the engine roars back
to life, but after a few seconds
every roaring noise stops and the
surrounding gets silent again!
CRANKING / MISCELLANEOUS

19:53

17,00

182 Miss Iris and the Motorella
kickstart barefoot

starring: Miss Iris

Iris has found a Motorella moped!
After some failed kickstarts with the
flip flops on, she decides to kickstart
barefeet! Then she starts to rev it so
hard, that the engine soon decides
to refuse to work!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

12:58

11,00

181 Blowing the Fiat Punto - Miss Iris
is on fire

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris starts to rev the car to the
max! No heating up, no preparing,
she wants to go straight to the
point… blow the engine! While
revving the car you see her looking
straight with her sexy face!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

19:34

20,00

180 The last goodbye to the Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba are
getting ready to say hello for the
last time to the poor Fiat Panda.
They rev the engine so hard that it’s
impossible that it will survive and
roars back to life anymore!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

30:24

22,00

179 Miss Iris vs Miss Giulietta
starring: Miss Iris

“Live from a Alfa Giulietta.. let’s
drive forward to the curb! The
car is resisting to not going there,
probably because it understood
that it’s not a good thing to do, but
Miss Iris pushes the gas to the limit!
REVVING / HITTING CURBS

7:10

7,00

178 Miss Black Mamba and the Lancia Prisma
- chapter 2 the blowing

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready top rev
the hell out of her boyfriend’s car!
She wants to have a revenge over
the engine of this stupid car! But
she’s definetely pushing too much
on the gas pedal!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

6:27

6,50

177 Miss Black Mamba and the Lancia
Prisma - chapter 1 the cranking

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is picking up her
drunk boyfriend from the pub. They
want to go back home but the car
is rebelling! It doesn’t want to start
and she has to fight against it!
CRANKING

14:48

13,00

176 Miss Iris cranking and stalling
odissey

starring: Miss Iris

Iris has a meeting with an
important customer, she quickly
gets in the Panda and the cranking
driving stalling odissey begins!! The
engine makes weird noises and
everything is shaking... Poor Iris!
CRANKING / DRIVE

6:24

22,00

175 Miss Jasmine and Miss Josephine
destroy the Lancia Dedra

starring: Miss Jasmine & Miss Josephine

CAR DESTRUCTION

Miss Jasmine and Miss Josephine
are very angry and nervous today.
They want to destroy something
and the Lancia Dedra is just
perfect! The more parts they
destroy, the more angry they
become!
2:55
19,50

174 Miss Black Mamba drives the
Lancia Prisma while smoking

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba has to drive
to an important appointment.She
starts revving the car a bit, then
she drives around the block to see
if everything is fine and working
properly!
DRIVE / SMOKING

15:31

14,00

173 Miss Iris, Miss Black Mamba and the
return of the stubborn scooter

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba want to go
to a party with the scooter, but only
if they make it start! After a lot of
trials Iris finally manages to start
it, but it stays on for a few seconds
and then it stalls again!
2 WHEELS / CRANKING

10:27

10,00

172 Miss Jasmine grinding the old Fiat
Panda gear

starring: Miss Jasmine

GRINDING GEARS

Are you ready for the hardest
grinding gears you have ever seen?
Miss Jasmine gets in the car and
starts the engine straight away,
but then she can’t engage any
gear and she keep on abusing the
gearbox!
15:52
14,50

171 Miss evil Iris drives aggressively
the Lancia Prisma

starring: Miss Iris

Iris has fun with a Lancia Prisma!
After some cranking she goes
around the street either backwards
or forward, to see if the gears and
the engine works at the best, and
she enjoys also some burn outs!
11,00

DRIVE / GRINDING GEARS

170 Lancia Prisma - the hard revving
test

starring: Miss Vicky

We have to check the car to see if
everything is in order - Vicky says.
After a few revs she fell in love
with the power and the sound of
the engine, and she pumps harder
flooring the gas pedal!
8:02

REVVING

8,00

169 Miss Iris learns how to play piano
- sonata #3

starring: Miss Iris

Day 3 at the pianos shop! Miss Iris
is learning how to play piano, she
wants to buy one and today she’s
playing the Yamaha first in high
heels then barefoot.
PEDAL PUMPING PIANO

7,00

168 Miss Iris learns how to play piano sonata #2

starring: Miss Iris

Day 2 at the pianos shop! Miss Iris
is learning how to play piano, she
wants to buy one and today she’s
playing the Yamaha in her amazing
black high heels sandals.
PEDAL PUMPING PIANO

8:01

7,50

167 Miss Iris and the VW Beetle

driving, stalling and cranking

starring: Miss Iris

Iris wants to drive around the city
with her old Beetle but this engine
is really terrible today! It’s hard to
start and it stalls a lot! Iris has to
pump hard the pedals at crossroads
to keep the engine alive!
DRIVE / CRANKING

23:13

18,00

166 Miss Iris learns how to play piano
- sonata #1

starring: Miss Iris

Day 1 at pianos shop! Miss Iris is
learning how to play piano, she
wants to buy one and she tests the
first in sneakers and pantyhose. Is
this white Steinbeck the right one
for her?
PEDAL PUMPING PIANO

11:25

10,00

165 Miss Iris VW Beetle hard revving
starring: Miss Iris

Iris today revs hard the Beetle
engine! She pumps in mules and
pantyhose then she goes under the
hood and press from there the gas
with her hands! She loves so much
to rev the hell out of that car!
8:14

REVVING

8,00

164 Miss Black Mamba cranking
troubles after shopping

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba has just finished
her shopping, she gets in the
car, she turns the key and the
odyssey starts! Enjoy 18 minutes of
cranking, struggling and shoeplay
until the battery is totally drained!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

18:21

16,00

163 Miss Black Mamba flirting with the
Peugeot scooter

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba is ready to have fun
with her old scooter: she kicks the
pedal starter and the engine is back
to life! She now sits on it, she starts
accelerating to rev and warm it up
and then she drives it!
CRANKING / REVVING

12:44

12,00

162 Miss Iris damsel hostess in distress
at the airport

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is a hostess fighting with her
old beloved Beetle: she struggles so
much to keep the engine alive, but
the car stalls! Iris late and angry!
What follows is several minutes of
cranking and shoeplay!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

29:45

20,00

161 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
destroy the Fiat Punto

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Miss Black Mamba are
ready to destroy the Fiat Punto!
They start with the interior
destroying both the seats, the
ceiling and after that, they both go
outside to destroy everything!
CAR DESTRUCTION

16:56

16,00

160 Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba kill
the engine of the Fiat Punto

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Get ready for an extreme revving
video starring the two misses and
the Fiat Punto! They want to destroy
the engine so hard, that they try
in every possible way to do that
and… they know how to do it!
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

15:59

16,00

159 Miss Iris shoeplay and cranking the
Fiat Punto

starring: Miss Iris

Cranking day for Iris! She tortures
the poor starter motor, while
begging and complaining the car
because it doesn’t want to start! She
needs a break and she relaxes her
feet with some nice shoeplay!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

15:25

14,00

158 Miss Melanie and the picnic in the
country

starring: Miss Melanie

Enjoy this long video where Miss
Melanie has to fight hard with the
Fiat Panda, by cranking a lot and
then pushing it on a small hill until
the wheels start smoking! What an
amazing picnic in the country!
CRANKING / SPINNING WHEELS

26:56

20,00

157 Miss Vicky revving the Nissan Suv
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky has a fantastic new pair of
extreme heels sandals... what’s the
best way to test them? By revving
the engine of a Nissan SUV with
elegance movements and also a
very sexy arch!
10:15

REVVING

9,00

156 Miss Maddy cranking and revving
the VW Beetle

starring: Miss Maddy

Miss Maddy today has to pumps
the Beetle’s pedals hard while
pleading and insulting the car that
won’t start, and when the engine is
finally running she revs it a lot to be
sure that it will not stall!
REVVING / CRANKING

16:56

15,50

155 Miss Iris first grinding working day
starring: Miss Iris

Today is the first Miss Iris working
day at the demolition yard, she has
to move an old car, she grips the
gearstick tightly with both hands
and struggle to get it into reverse
but she has so many troubles!
GRINDING GEARS

11:15

10,00

154 Hardly cranking and bouncing the
Fiat Punto in clogs and barefeet

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to go for some
shopping but her car doesn’t want
to start at all! She pumps all the
pedals vigorously but actually the
car doesn’t seem so in love with her
pedal pumping!
CRANKING

12:32

11,50

153 Miss Vicky dipping shoeplay in RHT
vintage nylons and barefeet

starring: Miss Vicky

Are you ready to be teased by Miss
Vicky’s feet in some magnificent
RHT vintage nylons and barefeet?
Here is a long clip of dipping
shoeplay in nylons and barefeet...
enjoy !!
SHOEPLAY

17:32

12,00

152 Miss Melanie driving and revving
the VW Beetle

starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie is finally back to
Torino to enjoy a short trip with
the Beetle and some rice revving
too! She wants to hear as much as
possible the engine roaring under
her heels and pantyhosed feet!
REVVING / DRIVE

19:17

16,50

151 Torture and blow the engine of the
Lancia Dedra

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba want to blow
the Lancia! They start pumping
all the pedals and they share the
accelerator so they can both feel
and rev the engine so hard! Will it
survive under their sexy feet?
REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

28:34

20,00

150 Miss Iris punishes her friend’s
Lancia Dedra

starring: Miss Iris

Iris wants to have some fun with
her Lancia’s friend! She revs the car
hard using the handbrake while
she pumps and making the Dedra
screaming for mercy! Now the time
has come for a craxy drive too!
REVVING / DRIVE

14:48

13,00

149 Miss Iris goes to the audition
driving the VW Beetle

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is driving to an important
audition, after a while takes off her
heels and go barefeet as she can
feel the pedals more while driving!
But the Beetle sometimes stalls…
and she’s late too…!
DRIVE / STALLING

29:14

18,00

148 Miss Iris and the mud mess
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is stuck in the country! She
pumps so hard that she gets in a
puddle, so all the mud goes over
Iris and the Panda! She removes
her heels and takes off also her
socks to pump harder!
22:13

CARSTUCK

18,00

147 Miss Iris, Miss Black Mamba and
the Peugeot scooter

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

2 WHEELS / CRANKING

Let’s fight with the stubborn
scooter! Iris and Black Mamba,
dressed in sexy dresses and heels,
kick for minutes, desperate because
they wanted it to start and they
wanted to hear the engine come
to life!
10:54
8,00

146 Bad luck!
starring: Miss Iris

Today is an unlucky day for Iris!
First her doesn’t want to start
up, then it stalls and when a dog
crosses the road she has to quickly
turn to not hit it and she gets into a
puddle and she is stuck!
30:45

CRANKING / STALLING

20,00

145 Miss Penny & Miss Chanel and the
stubborn Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Penny & Miss Chanel

Chanel and Penny are the two new
misses of the Pedal Vamp team
and they have to start dealing at
first with the little, white Fiat Panda!
Get ready for a lot of cranking and
revving in the PV style!
15:12

CRANKING / REVVING

14,00

144 Introducing Miss Josephine
starring: Miss Josephine

Miss Josephine is admiring a
magnificent Ferrari, she dreams
about having one but, instead, she
has to deal with an old Fiat Panda
that barely works and gives her a
lot of problems!
CRANKING

13:03

13,00

143 Miss Vicky RHT shoeplay
starring: Miss Vicky

This is a video that all the RHT
vintage nylon stockings addicted
can not miss! Miss Vicky today
teases you while she plays with her
feet making dipping and shoeplay.
SHOEPLAY

4:24

5,00

142 Miss Black Mamba hitting curbs
starring: Miss Black Mamba

HITTING CURBS

Miss Black Mamba is ready to
show her amazing pedal pumping
abilities! What can be better than
hitting curbs either with the front
wheels or with the back wheels
with a classic Fiat Panda and its
little engine?
10:37
11,50

141 Miss Black Mamba VW Beetle car
wash

starring: Miss Black Mamba

The Beetle has to be washed and
Miss Black Mamba is ready to go to
the washing station! While waiting
at traffic lights she revs the car a bit
to keep the engine alive, and then
the sexy car wash begins!
DRIVE / MISCELLANEOUS

19:58

13,00

140 Miss Vicky - the secretary’s up hill
battle

starring: Miss Vicky

REVVING / SPINNING WHEELS

Miss Vicky wants to climb a hill!
So she goes in a field with the
little Fiat, and the quiet noise of
countryside is destroyed by the
powerful melody of the Panda
engine screaming for mercy!
Have fun!
18:22
15,00

139 Miss Iris punishes the old Fiat

Panda with a cruel and sexy revving

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is driving home after her
dance lesson, and her Panda wants
to die in the middle of the road
because of no fuel! After the tank is
filled, Iris gives a good punishment
to her car that drinks too much!
REVVING

12:43

12,00

138 Miss Iris enjoys her first drive and
revving with the VW Beetle

starring: Miss Iris

A new adventure the VW Beetle
starts today! Miss Iris is so happy
and excited to drive the Beetle for
the first time, and rev it hard with
the Pedal Vamp style that we all
know very well! Get ready!
13:24

REVVING / DRIVE

12,50

137 Introducing Miss Maddy - cranking
and revving

starring: Miss Maddy

The Fiat Panda is so stubborn
today! Maddy has to crank a lot
to start it! When she makes it she
starts revving this little engine so
hard as she doesn’t want the car to
stall again!
12:36

CRANKING / REVVING

11,00

136 Alfa 166 the destruction
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

After the two Misses killed the poor
Alfa engine irreversibly, now they
want to destruct the whole car!
They start with the rear-view mirror
and so on, passing through the
windows and everything else!
29:14

CAR DESTRUCTION

20,00

135 Alfa 166 the blowing
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba
want to rev the hell out of the Alfa
Romeo 166! They are ready to rock!
As they enter in the car they start
revving it so hard, with no mercy,
until the Misses blow the engine!
10:35

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

12,00

134 Miss Black Mamba smoking and
revving the Alfa 166

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba is ready to delight
you with some nice revving! She is
smoking a cigarette and looking
at you in a sexy way while she has
fun with the gas pedal in really high
heels and barefeet too!
REVVING / SMOKING

8:17

8,00

133 Alfa Romeo 166 Miss Iris drives reverse
starring: Miss Iris

The Alfa Romeo 166 is ready to be
abused from the Pedal Vamp team!
Iris is the first to jump on board of
it and she has some fun with a long
reverse drive in the outside parking
of the demolition yard!
15:59

DRIVE REVERSE

13,00

132 Miss Vicky & Miss Iris kill the Ford
Fiesta

starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

The two misses are ready to rev
the hell out of the Ford Fiesta! They
start revving very hard the engine
until it gets really hot, so hot that
there is a white smoke going out
from the hood!
18:40

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

17,00

131 Miss Vicky hard revving the Ford
Fiesta

starring: Miss Vicky

Enjoy 8 minutes of Vicky’s feet
pumping the pedals with her high
heels and stockings, while talking
to the engine... Revving it! The
revving in this clip is not a standard
one, it is a very hard revving!
7:38

REVVING

7,00

130 Miss Iris, the old Ford Fiesta… and
every cold morning!

starring: Miss Iris

Bad cold day for Iris and her Fiesta!
The shitty car just won’t start! She
continue trying, hoping that it is
just the car acting up but then
she discovers that, moreover, the
battery isn’t completely charged…
CRANKING

12:43

12,00

129 Miss Iris and Miss Melanie - the
revving audition

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Miss Iris and Miss Melanie have to
fight against each other and show
their revving skills! The misses are
ready, the little Panda is ready, and
are you ready? First one is Iris then
Melanie follows!
REVVING

10:59

10,00

128 Miss Melanie and her boyfriend’s joke
starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie just ended her running
session, she goes into the car, turns
the key and... nothing happens!
She pumps with or without shoes
or socks, but every time the engine
fails to start! Is it a joke?
13:28

CRANKING

12,00

127 Miss Iris best cranking collection
starring: Miss Iris

For all cranking addicted, here’s fo
you a special collection of the best
Miss Iris cranksing videos flimed as
of today! Enjoy this long videro at a
very special price!
23:02

CRANKING

15,00

126 Miss Black Mamba hard revving in
pink high heels and barefeet

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to rev
the engine of the Fiat Panda! This
is a moment she was waiting since
some weeks, so when she hear the
roar of the Panda engine, she feels
excited and powerful!
8:56

REVVING

8,00

125 Miss Iris teasing the old Fiat Panda
with a sexy revving

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is enjoying her break from
work with an amazing sexy revving!
She constantly teases the Panda to
be more powerful, to make more
roars and to let her feet feel its
powerful engine!
12:10

REVVING

11,00

124 Miss Iris and Miss Melanie: xmas
shopping? No, brake fail!

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Miss Iris and Miss Melanie are
ready to go shopping! But while
they driving to go downtown, they
discover that the Panda brakes
don’t work at all...The Misses are in
real danger! Will they safely stop?
BRAKE FAIL / MISCELLANEOUS

10:57

10,00

123 Miss Iris gets lost and drives reverse
starring: Miss Iris

Today Miss Iris has to visit a house
in the countryside, but as she
approached the end of the road
she understood she took the wrong
road, so she has to drive backwards
all the way back!
12:59

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

11,50

122 Xmas revving
starring: Miss Iris, Miss Melanie & Miss Black

All the Pedal Vamp ladies (and
the old Fiat Panda too) are ready
to make a very hard Christmas
revving for you! Happy Season’s
greetings!
14:24

REVVING

12,00

121 Miss Iris cranking and stalling the
stubborn Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Iris

Get ready for an epic battle
between Iris and the Panda! Iris
pumps all the pedals in all the ways
she knows, all this while begging
the car to start! Maybe some
shoeplay can help relax her feet!
CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

22:25

17,00

120 Miss Vicky - the Revving Queen is
back

starring: Miss Vicky

Yes Sirs, Vicky the Revving Queen
is back and she’s ready to rock on
this Panda! So after a bit of pedal
pumping, the Panda comes into
life :) Vicky wants to hear the little
engine roar, and she revs hard!
14:57

REVVING

12,50

119 Miss Iris spinning the wheels of the
old Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is driving in the countryside, she
sees a beautiful hill made by only
grass and she wants to climb it up!
The silence there is broken by the
roar of the Panda’s engine and the
smell of burning tires!
REVVING / SPINNING WHEELS

17:07

15,00

118 Miss Iris cranking and revving in
sneakers and pantyhose

starring: Miss Iris

Iris has a special meeting this
evening, she has to rush home to
dress up but the Panda refuses
to start! She starts fighting with
the pedals trying to crank the old
engine, but it doesn’t seem to work!
CRANKING / REVVING

20:54

17,00

117 Miss Iris & Miss Melanie funny
desperately stuck in the mud

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Can you survive against 35+
minutes of two beautiful Misses
talking in English, being in distress
and stuck? Iris and Melanie are
desperately stuck in the mud, and
it’s a must-have clip!
CARSTUCK

37:33

25,00

116 Miss Black Mamba stuck in the mud
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba is enjoying a nice trip
in the countryside until that road
becomes very muddy and she gets
stuck! She tries to get the Panda out
of the mud also by pushing the car
barefeet in the mud!
CARSTUCK

10:09

10,00

115 Miss Iris stuck in the mud
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is going to have a picnic in the
countryside but at a certain point
that road becomes so muddy that
she has troubles to not stuck there,
and the battle between her, the
Panda and the mud begins!
CARSTUCK

20:54

17,00

114 Miss Vicky cranks and revs the old
moped Garelli

starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky’s powerful and merciless
kicks to start the little old engine is
breath-taking! The fate of the poor
little unwilling moped for kidding
with her got heavily paid in terms
of an extreme and long revving!
2 WHEELS

10:24

8,00

113 Miss Black Mamba drives in the city and
in the country (reverse also)

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba has to attend
to a shooting but she has troubles
in finding the location, these small
bumpy roads seem to be the same
and she gets lost! And now she has
to face a long drive reverse!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

22:55

15,00

112 Miss Iris beautiful feet push the gas
of Vicky’s Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Iris

You go in the car with Miss Iris
and follow her trip... She drives
on different roads, including
motorways! And as she is a Pedal
Vamp Miss, she pumps the pedals
and revs the engine every time
she can!
21:41
15,00

DRIVE

111 Miss Melanie cranking, pumping
and bouncing

starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie has to pick up her son
from school, she’s late and to help
her getting later, the Panda as
usual refuses to start! Melanie is
nervous, worried and angry with
this damned scrappy car!
CRANKING

15:46

14,00

110 Miss Melanie stuck in the mud
starring: Miss Melanie

Melanie is heading to a friends
house., while she’s driving she
crosses a small off-road path but
she gets stuck! She she has to fight
against the mud, plus against the
engine, plus against the time!
CARSTUCK

24:18

19,00

109 Miss Melanie grinding gears with
no mercy

starring: Miss Melanie

Yes, you are right, Miss Melanie
is just not able to insert the gear!
While you will listen to this scream/
crying from the gearbox, Melanie
struggles so much that she almost
loose her patience!
GRINDING GEARS

11:29

10,00

108 Shoeplay and cranking (hoping to go to
the party)

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Miss Iris and Miss Melanie working
day is over and they are so excited
for the party they will attend later
that day that they forgot about all
the Panda problems... because the
car won’t start!
SHOEPLAY / CRANKING

23:13

17,00

107 Miss Iris & Miss Melanie tease the
1975 el camino

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Iris and Melanie are doing a
shooting teasing an amazing 1975
El Camino: the girls feel so excited
to sit in this car and start its engine,
and especially hear its vibrations
coming through their bodies...
13:08

REVVING

12,00

106 Miss Iris & Miss Melanie revving
the old Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Iris and Melanie have a meeting
with Miss Vicky to shoot a video,
but Miss Vicky is late, and they have
to wait few minutes before she
arrives. What to do while waiting? A
good and hard revving!
11:28

REVVING

10,50

105 Miss Vicky & Miss Iris grinding the
gear of the Ford Fiesta

starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Vicky and Iris are fighting with.
the gear of the Ford Fiesta, it’s so
stubborn and makes strange tricks!
The engine is continuously stalling
but our Misses know how to deal
with such capricious cars!
GRINDING GEARS

13:43

12,00

104 Miss Vicky & Miss Iris having fun
with the moped Garelli

starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Iris and Vicky are trying to bring to
life an old moped and after some
attempts finally it fires up and they
enjoy some revving and play with
their feet with the exhaust pipe
before leaving for a nice ride!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

11:47

10,50

103 Miss Black Mamba makes doppiettas in
her own way

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba left her house
to go to work, she jumps on board
of the old Fiat Panda and today she
decides to drive making doppiettas
(double clutch) … in her own way!
12:50

DRIVE

11,00

102 Crushing and smashing fruits under
the wheels of the Fiat Panda

starring: Miss Iris

Iris is back from the supermarket
but when it’s time to put the bags
in the car they crack and everything
comes out! Enjoy a lot of crushing,
smashing and fighting between an
angry Iris and the fruit!
CRUSHING / DRIVE

13:50

12,00

101 Miss Melanie and the stubborn
chainsaw

starring: Miss Melanie

Watch the poor Melanie fighting
against an old and stubborn
chainsaw! She pulls the rope starter
many times, again and again, but
it won’t start! She’s mad at her
damned chainsaw!
MISCELLANEOUS

7:19

6,50

100 Miss Vicky goes to the masquerade
party

starring: Miss Vicky

Miss Vicky has been invited to a
fantastic party in an old ancient
villa: she drives, she smokes, she
teases you with some sexy shoeplay
at the traffic light, and she shifts
gears ... under an automn rain!
DRIVE / SMOKING

99

11:57

10,00

Miss Melanie drives reverse in the
country (reverse also!)
starring: Miss Melanie

Miss Melanie has to attend to
a photographic shooting in the
country but she gets lost! On board
of her car she drives making long
reverse drives also, enjoying the
calm of these desert little roads.
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

15:45

14,00

98

Miss Black Mamba cranks the old Fiat
Panda in sneakers
starring: Miss Black Mamba

The Panda won’t start! Miss Black
Mamba is stranded... She cranks
the car with no luck, she tries
pumping the pedal harder and
harder barefeet also but the battery
is on the way to die!
CRANKING

97

16:01

15,00

Miss Iris goes to the post office
cranking and stalling
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is going to the post office
to ship a parcel for her boss, she
enters the car, turns the key and...
the car won’t start! Oh c’mon she
can’t be late! The car finally starts
but it stalls shortly after!
CRANKING / DRIVE

96

23:24

17,00

Miss Iris cranks and revs the moped
Garelli
starring: Miss Iris

2 WHEELS / REVVING

95

Iris is trying desperately to start
the old moped and she feels
so irritated! At a certain point,
the little engine, it starts and
she immediately starts to rev it,
abusing the poor engine as she
dominates it!
12:55
11,00

Miss Iris madly cranks the Ford
Fiesta
starring: Miss Iris

Iris jumps in the car and she tries
to crank without luck. You can see
that she is getting really mad as she
begs and tries to fire up the engine!
You have close-up views of her sexy
feet pumping madly!
CRANKING

94

21:44

17,00

Miss Iris hitting curbs with the old
Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Iris

Iris has been requested to shoot a
“hitting the curbs” video and… she
could not imagine that she would
had so much fun!! The video has
been filmed with 3 cameras for you
to enjoy the best views!
HITTING CURBS

10:52

10,00

93

Miss Melanie meets the old Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Melanie

Please welcome our new model,
Miss Melanie! Hard cranking,
revving barefeet also with some
grinding starter... she enjoyed a lot
her first experience at Pedal Vamp
and can’t wait for more!
CRANKING / REVVING

92

10:55

10,00

Miss Vicky cranking, revving,
driving and stalling in the evening
starring: Miss Vicky

Hard cranking and revving an then,
when it seems that the engine of
the car is warm enough, Vicky puts
the first gear and starts to drive
with the open door while the car
keeps on stalling and splutter!
CRANKING / REVVING

91

17:05

15,00

Miss Vicky cranking troubles in flip
flops
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is driving on the highway,
during the trip she has a quick stop,
but once she comes back to the
car, the Fiat Panda refuses to start!
Vicky pumps on pedals with her flip
flops and barefeet too!
CRANKING

90

15:04

14,00

Miss Black Mamba hardly cranks
the old Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Prepare yourself for 15 minutes
of pure hard starting cranking
frustration! Miss Black Mamba tries
her absolute hardest to get this old
Fiat started and boy does she work
up a sweat as she does so!
CRANKING

89

16:24

15,00

Miss Iris shoeplay and cranking
starring: Miss Iris

Iris puts on another dazzling
display of shoe play and cranking
in this clip! She tries to start her
car with her shoes on and with her
bare nylon covered feet but the
engine only splutters and teases!
SHOEPLAY / CRANKING

18:45

17,00

88

Miss Vicky & Miss Iris 4 feet hard revving
starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Vicky & Iris are in advance for a
meeting and they wait for the
appointment by revving very
hard! They pump with shoes and
barefoot and make some special
revving with 4 feet and under the
hood!
11:23
10,00

REVVING

87

Miss Black Mamba cranks for the
very first time
starring: Miss Black Mamba

CRANKING

86

Black Mamba has never
experienced anything like this
before! Her foot was beginning to
hurt from flooring and pumping
in toe post sandals so she ends
up kicking them off and going at
it barefoot
16:37
15,00

Miss Iris Ferrari’s first experience
starring: Miss Iris

Today is the Ferrari’s day! After
a few minutes of driving Miss Iris
treats us to some revving, her high
heeled and bare foot pushes the
chrome pedal and you can hear
that mighty prancing horse roar!
REVVING / DRIVE

85

17:13

16,00

Miss Vicky crushing a GSM Nokia
starring: Miss Vicky

It’s crushing day, and Miss Vicky
is ready to destroy a Nokia GSM
mobile under the heels of her
mules! No mercy for it, the phone
has to be completely crushed!
CRUSHING

84

10:34

8,00

Miss Iris dangling, dipping, driving
and cranking
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is back and looking simply
sensational as she teases your
senses with a dangling, shoe play,
driving, stalling and cranking video
whilst dressed in a sexy black mini
skirt and pretty blouse!
DRIVE / CRANKING

1:46

22,00

83
-2

Miss Iris goes to the Juventus Stadium the revving edition
starring: Miss Iris

For all our revving addicted friends
... here is the Revving Edition of the
clip “Miss Iris goes to the Juventus
Stadium” with a good hard revving
as punishment for the Fiat Panda’s
misbehavior!
3:36

REVVING

83
-1

22,00

Miss Iris goes to the Juventus
Stadium - the cranking edition
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is battling against the Panda
and is rewarded after 5 minutes of
cranking when the engine roars to
life, then when everything seems to
be going well the car stalls in traffic
and Iris nearly floods it!
CRANKING

82

22:44

20,00

Miss Vicky revs, cranks and
punishes the Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Vicky

Miss Vicky is revving the car from
the hood, she loves so much the
sound of the engine that rumbles
beneath her fingers! But the time to
go has arrived, Vicky is ready to go
but the Fiat Panda stalls!
REVVING / CRANKING

81

4:06

20,00

Miss Vicky grinding gears
starring: Miss Vicky

Today Miss Vicky has big troubles
with the gear, watch her trying and
trying to put the reverse while the
car keeps on stalling! She smokes
a cigarette while the gear screams
desperately!
GRINDING GEARS

80

8:53

8,50

Miss Vicky revs and drives the
Renault 5 GT turbo
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is walking when suddendly
meets a Renault 5 Gt Turbo: the
door is open, the key is in and she
decides to steal it for a while and
have a nice ride! Vicky loves these
fast and sprightly engines!
REVVING / DRIVE

19:53

15,00

79

Miss Vicky hard revving an old Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Vicky

One of the firsts pedal pumping
clips that Vicky made was a very
hard revving video with an old
white Fiat Panda, and after almost
a year she did it again! She also
revs under the hood!
16:04

REVVING

78

15,00

Miss Vicky teaches the Misses how
to deal with an old Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Vicky, Miss Iris & Miss B. Mamba

Today school driving lessons! Vicky
teaches Iris and Black Mamba
how to deal with an old Fiat Panda
and the first lesson it’s about stuck
and revving! The clip has english
subtitles.
MISCELLANEOUS

77

17:07

16,00

Miss Iris desperately cranks the old
Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Iris

How could an classic Italian car
do this to such an Italian beauty!
Iris just needs to get going but the
old Fiat just refuses to start for
her! She gets to so frustrated and
bewildered!
CRANKING

76

14:34

14,00

Miss Vicky shifting gears
starring: Miss Vicky

Watch as Miss Vicky drives her
Fiat Panda on a winding road.
She wears a short and sexy dress
with beautiful stockings. Driving,
accelerating and shifting: she’s
definitely a skilled driver!
14:40

DRIVE

75

11,00

Miss Vicky revving the Renault 5
GT turbo
starring: Miss Vicky

Renault 5 GT Turbo is one of the
favourite Miss Vicky’s cars ! She
truly adores these small powerful
vintage cars and she’s ready to
have a lovely revving with this nice
french baby!
REVVING

10:02

9,50

74

Miss Black Mamba trying to get stuck
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Black Mamba appears to be on a
mission: to get stuck! She pulls onto
an old road and hopes she has
found a suitable spot. What follows
next is several minutes of trying to
get stuck but the car stalls!
SPINNING WHEELS / REVVING

73

13:49

12,00

Miss Iris drives the old Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris takes you for a drive
with a difference, heading to the
freeway Miss Iris has gone wrong
somewhere and finds herself
driving up a narrow road that she
has to drive in reverse!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

72

12:56

11,00

Miss Iris & Miss Vicky stuck in the
grass
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Vicky

Miss Vicky and Miss Iris are coming
back from a trip in the country,
Vicky decided to have some fun
and drive in a grass but when it
comes to take a narrow road to be
able to go home they get stuck!
CARSTUCK

71

10:21

10,00

Miss Vicky shoeplay and cranking
the old Fiat Panda
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is back in the very hard
to start Fiat Panda. The engine
splutters and teases right from the
off but it just will not fire for her.
She also does a fantastic mix of
shoe play, dipping and dangling.
SHOEPLAY / CRANKING

70

15:51

12,50

Miss Vicky dangling, dipping and
cranking
starring: Miss Vicky

It’s a frustration day for Miss Vicky!
Several minutes of cranking follow,
with the Fiat teasing like mad, with
one foot on the pedal and one out
of the car dipping you won’t know
where to look next!
SHOEPLAY / CRANKING

17:34

13,00

69

Miss Vicky & Miss Iris crank the old Fiat
Panda
starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Iris has troubles in getting started
her Panda and she calls Vicky
asking for help! They both crank the
car until it starts, they make some
revving but when they are ready to
go the engine dies again!
CRANKING

68

28:38

20,00

Miss Vicky flirting with an old Fiat
127 Abarth
starring: Miss Vicky

Here’s another old classic italian
car for Miss Vicky’s feet! This
one was an amazing Fiat Abarth
127with soft pedals and powerful
engine! Miss Vicky totally enjoyed
this revving experience!
9:40

REVVING

67

10,00

Miss Black Mamba driving and
revving the Hyundai Santa Fe
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Please welcome our new model,
Miss Black Mamba! Here is her very
first pedal pumping clip: she drives
in the country with her Hyundai
Santa Fe, and then she enjoys some
revving!
DRIVE / REVVING

66

11:01

10,00

Vicky pedalstart and revving the
old motorella
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky has to go to work with an old
Motorella Benelli, she’s forced to
pump many and many times on
the pedalstart, sometimes it seems
that the moped is coming to life but
then the engine dies again!
CRANKING / REVVING

65

12:20

11,00

Vicky’s spring revving the old mofa
Motorella
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky had the chance to find a 70’s
Motorella Benelli: she wants to
make some revving but since there
was no smoke enough coming out
from the exhaust pipe, she filled the
tank with some extra oil!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

8:26

8,00

64

Vicky’s 10 minutes feet tickle torture
starring: X

Purchase of this item is not
currently available

0:00

X

63

0,00

Vicky curbs and daisies
starring: Miss Vicky

The first curbs clip that Vicky made
was in January, in a cold and grey
winter day: 5 months have now
passed, spring has come and Vicky
enjoyed a new ride on curbs which
are now full of daisies!
HITTING CURBS

62

9:35

9,00

Vicky 2 days drive reverse
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky has been asked to make
a reverse drive, and there’s a
challenge! Beside the “usual” drive
looking back over the shoulder, she
has also to drive reverse by using
only the lateral side mirrors!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

61

16:54

13,00

Vicky et la Fiat Marea... de merde!
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky asked a friend to lend her a
car, she’s late for a meeting, she
jumped on board of the old Fiat
Marea but it was not working! Vicky
has been very very angry, and
started kicking the poor car!
CAR DESTRUCTION

60

13:35

12,00

Vicky and Mr. Garelli - rollerstart
and revving
starring: Miss Vicky

Here is another historical Italian 2
wheels! This one was quite hard to
get started and Vicky had to make
some rollerstart attempts before
having the engine alive and then
she revved it madly!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

16:24

13,00

59

Vicky cranking the old Fiat 500
starring: Miss Vicky

CRANKING

58

Vicky has to give a lift to a guy to
take him in town, she’s already
late, she jumps on board, but no
way to have this old 500 started!
She pumps furiously on the pedals
until the old Fiat, finally, decides
to move!
6:53
5,00

Miss Iris lunchtime drive reverse
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is a young architect ,
she has just finished to inspect a
construction site and it’s lunchtime
but she is not hungry and she
decides to make a ride in reverse!
She’s a pro at it!
DRIVE REVERSE

57

14:19

12,00

Vicky hardly rev a moped mofa
Piaggio Ciao
starring: Miss Vicky

2 WHEELS / REVVING

56

The Piaggio Ciao is an historical
Italian two wheels that Vicky had
the chance to hardly rev! Even
if old, this little scooter had a
powerful engine and Vicky enjoyed
so much to hear it screaming for
mercy!
13:38
11,00

Vicky’s black pumps crank and rev
the Fiat 500
starring: Miss Vicky

Another Vicky’s flirting with a lovely
old Fiat 500! She really adores
these cute small pedals and enjoy
them with cranking and revving
playing with the gear both with her
hand and her feet in pantyhose!
CRANKING / REVVING

55

18:30

17,00

Vicky stuck with a Lancia Ypsilon
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is driving in the country: she
makes a U-turn in a meadow and
she gets stuck! She tries to get
out of the grass, many times, but
nothing seems to work! Will she be
able to get out?
CARSTUCK

12:55

10,00

54

Vicky driving and smoking
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky decided to go for a ride with
her Fiat Panda, you sneak secretly
on the back seats of her car before
she jumps on board and peek her
while she’s driving and smoking
during her trip!
DRIVE / SMOKING

53

17:00

10,00

Vicky cranking and revving the Fiat
Marea
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky had an irresistible desire of
a very hard revving but the Fiat
Marea that she was given did
not want to start and the car only
spluttered! The battery got weak
but the engine finally started!
CRANKING / REVVING

52

18:52

14,00

Vicky, Jack and a ride on a Fiat
Panda
starring: Miss Vicky

Jack (a dear friend of PedalVamp)
asked Vicky to make a clip while
smoking, driving on a motorway
and driving reverse, and this is
the video of their pleasant and
funny ride!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

51

12:48

10,00

Vicky punishes the Fiat Brava severe and cruel revving
starring: Miss Vicky

Here’s another Revving Queen
Vicky’s hard pumping! Guess
what’s happened? Vicky tortured a
Fiat Brava with a severe and cruel
revving, no mercy for this scrappy
junk, Vicky revs it as hell!
10:24

REVVING

50

10,00

Vicky, and old Fiat 126: high heels
and small pedals!
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky has to drive an old Fiat 126
but she wears pump shoes with too
high heels for those small pedals!
She decides to take off the shoes
but still she can’t drive safely as
pedals are slippery!
MISCELLANEOUS

8:51

8,00

049 Vicky cranking the Fiat 126 - flat shoes
-2
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is going to work but her
Panda is actually at the mechanic
as it needed some repairs so she’s
forced to use a very old Fiat 126
which is not moving from days!
Here Vicky cranks in flat shoes.
CRANKING

10:52

10,00

049 Vicky cranking the Fiat 126 -1 medium heels shoes
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is going to work but her
Panda is actually at the mechanic
as it needed some repairs so she’s
forced to use a very old Fiat 126
which is not moving from days!
Here Vicky cranks in medium heels.
CRANKING

48

15:10

13,00

Vicky gives drive lessons with the
old Fiat 126
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky gives a friend some driving
lessons with an old Fiat 126 but this
damned car does not want to start!
Vicky insists, getting more and
more nervous, she does her best to
crank as much as she can!
CRANKING

47

8:04

7,50

Vicky’s Mission: Riviera Ligure di
levante
starring: Miss Vicky

MISCELLANEOUS

46

Here is Vicky’s diary of her
adventures on the Riviera Ligure
di Levante! Watch the making
of some videos with the old Fiat
buses, her arrival at the hotel and
the goodnight cream massage to
her feet!
21:54
12,00

Vicky’s feet revving the 1997 BMW
serie coupe
starring: Miss Vicky

Here is a Vicky sensual revving with
a fantastic vintage car, the sound
of the engine was amazing and the
pedals were so soft! She wears high
heels stiletto and she enjoys the
revving in pantyhose also!
REVVING

9:00

9,00

045 March 2015 bus adventures - a drunk
-3 Vicky pretends to drive a bus
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky had a party that ended in
the early morning and she’s drunk!
She passes near a stopped bus, she
noticed the door is open and she
sneaks secretly pretending to drive,
laughing and teasing with it!
BUSSES/TRUCKS

8:18

9,00

045 March 2015 bus adventures -2 Vicky’s feet play with a Fiat 314
starring: Miss Vicky

Another old bus for Vickys’ feet!
This one was a rare 1972 Fiat 314/3
DallaVia which has been recently
restored and Vicky took good care
of the pedals with a very gentle and
sexy revving.
BUSSES/TRUCKS / REVVING

10:11

10,00

045 March 2015 bus adventures - Vicky
-1 driver of the bus Fiat 418
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is a bus driver, and she is
about to start her shift! She waits
for the last passengers to board
and begins her day of driving
(driving is fiction)
BUSSES/TRUCKS / REVVING

44

10:48

10,00

Vicky and the Lancia Ypsilon:
cranking and hard revving
starring: Miss Vicky

Here is another Lancia Y under
Vickys’ feet! Enjoy a long cranking
and a very hard revving, Vicky
wants to push the car to its limits!
She wears high heels black pumps
and she revs in pantyhose also!
CRANKING / REVVING

43

16:40

13,00

Miss Iside’s feet hardly rev the Fiat
Brava
starring: Miss Iside

Get ready for a sexy and cruel
revving! Watch Miss Iside’s feet
while softly caressing and pressing
the pedals of a Fiat Brava, she
wears high heels sandals but also
enjoys some revving barefoot!
REVVING

15:36

12,00

042 Miss Vicky and Miss Iris destroy the Ford
-3 Ka - the pickaxe
starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Want to see only the destruction of
the old Ford Ka (video code 042-1)?
This version is for you!

CAR DESTRUCTION

9:54

8,00

042 Miss Vicky and Miss Iris destroy the
-2 Ford Ka - the blowing
starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Want to see only the hard revving
and the blow of the old Ford Ka
(video code 042-1)? This version
is for you!

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

18:51

17,00

042 Miss Vicky and Miss Iris destroy the
-1 Ford Ka - the whole torture
starring: Miss Vicky & Miss Iris

Iris finally decided to change her
car, she brought her old Ford Ka
to the junkyard and... guess what
happens? Yes, girls do damage!
This is the full video where our girls
blow and destroy the car!
CAR DESTRUCTION / BLOW

41

28:09

22,00

Vicky goes to work driving reverse
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky goes to work driving reverse
and she make a test to see how
fast her Fiat Panda could go! She
reached 50 kms/hour! A couple
of peasantries watch her running
reverse and they were amazed!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

40

8:47

7,00

Miss Iris enjoys her very first hard
revving
starring: Miss Iris

Iris is waiting for Vicky at the
demolition yard and she could
not resist the temptation to jump
secretly on board of a Fiat Uno! She
had some cranking first and then
she had her very first hard revving!
CRANKING / REVVING

11:35

10,00

39

Cranking the Ford Ka
starring: Miss Vicky

This poor Ford Ka had already
been used for a very hard revving
clip few minutes before, Vicky was
planning to make another one
shortly after the car refused to get
started and went on strike!
CRANKING

38

7:27

7,00

Vicky punishes the Ford Ka with a
very hard revving
starring: Miss Vicky

That day Miss Vicky was feeling like
a severe and bad governess with a
long skirt covering her knees while
punishing an unruly and rebellious
child... but the child was a poor
Ford Ka!
08:07

REVVING

37

7,50

Vicky gets lost and drives reverse
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky has been invited for a lunch in
the country where a friend of hers
was celebrating his birthday but
she got lost! And she had to face a
long drive reverse trying to find the
good road to take!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

36

10:55

8,00

Vicky & Torino
starring: Miss Vicky

Today Vicky has invited you for
a ride in her car to discover the
beauty of Turin’s historic centre,
and on the way back she even takes
you for a spin around the ring road
driving at high speed!
17:03

DRIVE

35

12,00

Cranking the Fiat Bravo
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky today has to contend with a
Fiat Bravo! This temperamental car
really doesn’t seem to want to hear
reason and Vicky does her best to
try to get it going but it seems like
an impossible mission!
CRANKING

11:44

10,00

34

Driving reverse and driving fast!
starring: Miss Vicky

Another long and fast drive reverse
for Vicky! On board of her Fiat
Panda she’s ready to test her drive
reverse skills and wants to amaze
you!
DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

33

15:16

10,00

Lancia Ypsilon Dodo Pomellato:
sensual hard revving
starring: Miss Vicky

Dodo Pomellato is one of Vicky’s
favourite jewelry brand, and she
has been lucky enough to find
a Lancia Y Pomellato limited
edition! Watch her revving hard but
sensually this little Italian beauty!
12:36

REVVING

32

10,00

Blowing the engine of the Ford
focus
starring: Miss Vicky

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

31

Yes, it’s true, Vicky has been a
very bad girl with this car but she
just could not resist to have a
destructive revving with this Ford
Focus! The engine was almost
blowing because of her extreme
revving!
20:17
18,00

Stuck in the mud... again!
starring: Miss Vicky

It’s a sunny but cold sunday
afternoon, Vicky went out for
shopping and when she was driving
home she got stuck! The only way
to move the car is asking a friend to
come with a rope!
CARSTUCK

30

15:23

15,00

Flirting with the Fiat 500
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky has discovered that there
is a little treasure hidden in the
demolition site, an old Fiat 500!
Why not take the opportunity to
start it up and hear the sound of
the small engine under her feet?
REVVING

13:54

12,00

29

Curbs... up and down!
starring: Miss Vicky

This is our first clip driving on curbs,
and Vicky wants to thank a dear
Japanese friend who asked for such
custom video! She did not imagine
she could have had such fun!
HITTING CURBS

28

9:23

8,00

The last goodbye to the Renault
Clio
starring: Miss Vicky

This little Renault Clio was meant to
be destroyed shortly after and Vicky
couldn’t miss the opportunity to
make a very hard revving with this
baby giving her little contribution to
the demolition of the car!
12:55

REVVING

27

12,50

Mistreat and hard revving the Fiat
Bravo JTD
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is particularly nervous today
and the only thing that might relax
her is to be able to mistreat some
old cars! Soon done, Vicky goes to
the wrecking yard and finds a car
that seems to suit her!
15:03

REVVING

26

13,00

Extreme revving with the Fiat
Punto 16 V
starring: Miss Vicky

Yes dear, today you’re going to
be Vicky’s cameraman! Get the
camcorder in your hands and be
ready to film an extreme and cruel
revving with a very smokey Fiat
Punto 16V!
10:03

REVVING

25

10,00

Hard cranking and revving the
Renault Megane
starring: Miss Vicky

Another day at the junkyard! Miss
Vicky has to deal with a stubborn
Renault Megane!

CRANKING / REVVING

14:35

11,50

24

Stuck in the mud
starring: Miss Vicky

Yes Guys, it’s a stuck! Our first stuck
video! Mud was everywhere, and
Vicky never saw her lovely Panda
getting so dirty! But they both had
sooo much fun!
CARSTUCK

23

7:58

10,00

The old sewing machine - chapter 2
starring: Miss Vicky

Here’s a new clip on the old sewing
machine, it was so dirty and Vicky
I did not have time to clean it…
Vicky’s feet were so dirty at the end
of the shootings!
MISCELLANEOUS

22

8:03

6,50

Cranking the Nubira Daewoo
starring: Miss Vicky

Thanks to our friend Fabio who has
a fantastic car demolition shop,
Vicky had the possibility to crank
this Nubira Daewoo! This stupid car
made her crazy, there was no way
to get it started!
CRANKING

21

6:15

6,50

Revving the Giulietta Alfa Romeo
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky really felt in love with this
fantastic car! Alfa Romeos are
the best! Watch her revving this
lovely Giulietta with her amazing
overknee brown leather high heels
boots!
6:58

REVVING

20

6,50

Revving the Hyundai Tucson
starring: Miss Vicky

How about a nice revving with a
Hyundai Tucson? Vicky has found
this big car for you and she has a
lot of fun pushing on the gas pedal!

REVVING

6:39

7,50

19

Driving the Fiat Panda barefeet
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is on her lunch break and
takes the opportunity to go to the
mall to buy a birthday present for
her friend Iris, and as always, when
driving, she takes off her shoes!
14:08

DRIVE

18

8,50

October’s diary
starring: Miss Vicky

What’s in this video? A bit of
everything! The best moments and
some unreleased scenes from the
videos filmed in October 2014.

MISCELLANEOUS

17

16:24

8,50

Playing with the Fiat Inbus
starring: Miss Vicky

Another nice video with a vintage
Italian bus! Vicky’s sexy feet can’t
wait to play to rev and pump its
pedals!

BUSSES/TRUCKS / REVVING

16

6:13

8,50

Revving and driving the Renault 5
GT turbo
starring: Miss Vicky

Today is a big day for Vicky! One of
her favourite cars is the Renault 5
GT Turbo, and she can’t wait to rev
it up and do some sprightly driving
in this beautiful French car with its
powerful engine!
REVVING / DRIVE

15

9:56

9,00

Playing with an historical Fiat 418
bus
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky finally managed to find a
bus for you! What a thrill to be
able to have fun with big pedals!
Vicky delights you with a revving
and makes you feel how much the
brake pedal puffs!
BUSSES/TRUCKS

6:56

9,00

14

Having fun with the Renault truck
starring: Miss Vicky

Give Vicky a nice motor and you’ll
make her happy! Today our Miss
can have fun with a Renault truck,
and for the occasion she has
chosen to wear high-heeled shoes!
BUSSES/TRUCKS / REVVING

13

5:37

6,50

My Fiat Panda’s birthday
starring: Miss Vicky

Today we celebrate the birthday
of Vicky’s Fiat Panda! A nice toast
with a glass of prosecco and then
off with a nice revving with and
without shoes, under the hood too!
9:31

REVVING

12

8,50

Revving the Vespa ET4
starring: Miss Vicky

Who doesn’t know the legendary
scooter Vespa? It is undoubtedly
one of Italy’s prides, and Vicky can’t
wait today to rev up the throttle and
hear the roar of this little engine!
2 WHEELS / REVVING

11

5:43

6,50

Rollerstart the Piaggio Si
starring: Miss Vicky

How hard did you have to toil in the
1970s and 1980s to start a moped?
Today Vicky has found a real wreck
that looks good only to be taken
to demolition! This engine is not
working!
2 WHEELS / CRANKING

10

5:05

6,00

Cranking the Renault 19
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is looking for a car to buy for
Pedal Vamp and today she went
to the dealership to test drive an
old Renault 19. The car would be
perfect for video but the engine
seems to have been retired!
CRANKING

7:52

6,50

9

September’s diary
starring: Miss Vicky

What’s in this video? A bit of
everything! The best moments and
some unreleased scenes from the
videos filmed in September 2014.

MISCELLANEOUS

8

8:15

6,50

The old sewing machine - chapter 1
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky was tidying up the attic
and to her surprise found her
grandmother’s old sewing machine!
How about a little pumping on a
slightly different pedal?
MISCELLANEOUS

7

6:17

5,00

Brake fail
starring: Miss Vicky

It’s Sunday and Vicky is ready to
go for a nice ride in her Fiat Panda!
She listens to loud music and is
cheerful and carefree until she
realises that the brakes don’t work!
MISCELLANEOUS

6

6:27

6,50

Revving and cranking in the woods
starring: Miss Vicky

Vicky is driving her car through
the woods and has to deal with a
breakdown! Luckily she manages
to solve the issue and is ready to do
some revving!
REVVING / CRANKING

5

6:05

6,50

Fast drive on the highway
starring: Miss Vicky

How about a nice drive on the
motorway? Our Miss Vicky is ready
to be your driver and take you
wherever you want!

DRIVE

13:43

10,50

4

Revving revving revving
starring: Miss Vicky

Revving, revving, revving ALL
DAY LONG! Here is a video full of
revving, you will Vicky pumping her
beloved Fiat Panda with 4 different
outfits and 4 different pair of
shoes... for all revving addicted!
6:16

REVVING

3

6,00

Fiat Panda vs Fiat Punto
starring: Miss Vicky

Hi Guys! Here is a new juicy revving
video, you will see Vicky revving
her usual black Fiat Panda, but also
the sporty yellow Fiat Punto of her
cameraman!
7:38

REVVING

2

6,50

Trip to Rifugio Salvin
starring: Miss Vicky

This is the second Miss Vicky’s video
while driving her Fiat Panda on a
bumpy dirty road to get to a shelter
on top of a mountain where the
Rifugio Salvin is located. Revvings
there!
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Hard revving with the old Fiat
Panda
starring: Miss Vicky

Want to see a very hard revving
with an old Fiat Panda? Miss Vicky
made this engine scream and
there’s also some revving from the
hood! You can’t miss the first PV
video guys!
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